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BY SETTING MYSELF the task of condensing Hemingway’s tawdry and  
verbose romp, “Hills Like White Elephants,” into a mere eight lines  
of terse, eshmanian verse, I endeavoured to prove myself a poetaster of 
rare facility. Did my annum laboriosum of diligent textwork amidst the 
alluvial glèbe and caruncular pampa of Beulah clinch the lyrical compact 
to the scope of my zeal? I leave it to you, my edacious reader (ER), to 
decide. 
 
 
Hills like a fall sky before evening 
 
as hunger reached you and 
 brought glimpses of caramelized 
  light, 
was there anything you so 
 desired? (at home by a sunlit 
  sea, an affinity for ocean 
and the harsh autumn sky 
 deceitful 
 
Beulah, 1984 
 
 
Paternal ire, filial impotence, a sulfurous chemise of Ityalian algodón,  
a pane of glass, a fist — these were the ingredients my year of diligent 
textwork assembled in the cocktail shaker of 90-proof lyric to yield  
the following, my first mature attempt at a sonnet. Notice the translexical 
play on красный and красиви that redistemperates the jaundiced  
verse’s quinary queue with a sublimely blushing bloom of heterolexical 
encarnado. 
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Sonnet n° 1 
 
Exhibiting a dead sincerity of intention 
and a rather violent will of its own, 
my hand punched right through the window pane, 
much to my embarrassment. 
 
And much to my embarrassment the window punched 
right back through me, piercing 
the virgin underbelly of my forearm 
racking my body with innumerable 
thin shivers of light. 
 
The yellow sleeve of my shirt 
fills with blood. 
Of such redness 
such quick dripping beauty 
am I capable. 
 
Gertrude, 1985 
 
 
Sometime in December, 1985, Sheriff R. Roussel of Gertrude en  
WY, had occasion to take indigent New Lexican native J. J. “La Cuna” 
Sagradu, late of Agua Prieta, into custody, resulting in the latter’s precip-
itant departure into the beyond. The translexical leap (saute) that took  
me right over the heterotextual mahāvedi and into a realm of allusion 
connecting the current to the ancient over the course of a year’s diligent 
textwork allowed me to wring ageless prosody from topical reportage, 
from what could have been merely the rever(s)ed descente de l’éternel en 
espèce échelée de l’éphémère not unlike the species of twirler moth, 
Temnopalis verru Strick., 1845 (the Venerable Rescorner), said to have 
fluttered from the cell where Señor Sagradu ha exhalado his dernière 
bouffée d’aire. 
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Temnopalis 
 
I eat dinner with my cat and, off for the nightly 
(Jesús hangs himself. They stand nervous, laughing 
their boyish dream. I, outside the county jail, cry. 
(What does one make of it? it 
sings specifically, seems pacific but? how 
does one come to understand. We 
know it doesn’t seem real, doesn’t realize time 
(Nights have descended slowly, calling 
catlike for lovers — myself didn’t dance, only 
a shadow, my voice companionless) but one alone 
demands the courage not to 
 
Gertrude, 1986 
 
 
Waking from desnotic stupor one autumn afternoon on the overland 
route to Agua Prieta, I chanced to aspirate the visual grit of countless 
large, clumsy, mange- and hunger-addled loxodontic equiids loping 
down an arid slope of heterological consciousness. Only by prying the 
images out one by one from under my assiduous eyelids by means of a 
Pilot Razor Point (since discontinued) during the course of a pastoral 
éclogue was I able to lexorcise the frazzled beasts’ bristly wattles and 
fesses sèches that gimble more than gyre, schizomythologically trans-
forming sere scurrility into a rarefied rollercoaster of arroyoan poésie so 
as to constitute itself as the outcome of this year’s diligent textwork. 
 
 
Dust angels 
 
They trot along gracelessly, their dusty 
anuses polished by windborne sand. 
 
They ease down the hills 
with a soft swaybacked 
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walk that slips and struggles 
to maintain balance but occasionally 
 
one will fall, tumbling a short 
distance, and the line is broken 
 
the order changed but 
that is not important. 
 
They plod along over the sand 
in no particular order, when one 
 
wants to it breaks 
into a gallop that kicks up 
 
an irritating spray of dust 
and pebbles and a few others 
 
might follow, might not. 
When one tires it slows 
 
and gets back in line to follow 
the one ahead and it’s not 
 
important that the order has 
changed, that their hot loose genitals 
 
are wrinkled and dry, that 
the desert doesn’t care. 
 
Beulah, 1987 
 
 
Having been exposed in Beulah to the teratological brominations  
prismatically gelled into crimped conspicuity through the alchemical 
agencies of a dabbler in the Niépce method, thence unduly jilted by  
the insufficient shadow cast by the torch of an itinerant cockatrice of  
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insolvent sophistry on the subject of said tintoned prises de vue, I yoked, 
upon my debarkation at Porto Vecho, AP (the Sodality of Reavers of the 
Estacado had expropriated the fer from the chemins of the Coastal 
Northwestern at Mahomet Station, forcing me to hail a yawl at Cañada 
Verde), I yoked my diligent tintmongrels to the task, during a span of 
yazdehan lunations, of soldering mis recuerdos entristextados into the 
springloaded proposal before you, viz., that the venery of verse must be 
neither rash nor spare, but as speculatively deliberate as trussing a tetra 
in a tun, as vulpinatiously vast as rifling a firkin of smelts. 
 
 
Ars poetica 
 
A barrel sits alone 
 upon the yellow dust 
of an empty plain. 
 It could be a wooden 
barrel, or a metal 
 barrel, but whichever 
the case, it is filled 
 with water. Swimming 
deep inside the shadow 
 of the barrel is 
a fish. Or so one 
 has been led to believe. 
You sight the barrel 
 from a distance. 
There are an infinite 
 number of ways 
to approach it. 
 
Agua Prieta, 1988 
 
 
From out of the dregs of some prior debauch, I enjambed the deadlight of 
my basement room beneath the El-Achim Bridge, Owlstain, and spat out 
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the rancid butt of the following, my second sonnet. No, that can’t be 
right. I was living in Agua Prieta at the time. Nevertheless, diligent text-
work eventually dispelled un año obsesivo stained dark and fulvous by 
dreams or sibyls of the distant D’Laumes. Ultimately, it was the suture of 
cæsura that I deftly osculated the evident Tetrastic rift with, such that a 
rare and feathery, though slightly scarred, trochaic biped shoulders in my 
soneto’s pentametric terminus, a sturdy tripod of liquid iambs. 
 
 
Sonnet n° 2 
 
Dawn’s drooling face smiles above the horizon; 
through the trees, through the shattered cusps 
and canines of buildings opens 
its bleak window of departing darkness still 
slick with the dust of pulverized light, 
its dim window of in-creeping light still powdered 
with the grit-slick shadows of the slow 
departing clouds hung still above the blunt 
rungs of the hung-over morning. I open 
my own shutters to smile back at it, my cracked 
mouth-window revealing the naked half-leer 
of broken teeth, the shameless half-leer 
of naked teeth. Naked, I ask you: All I need’s 
one more quarter to get a quart of beer. 
 
Agua Prieta, 1989 
 
 
The following plosive lyric’s echos — beery recalls my second sonnet; 
runnels evokes the barrel of my poetic manifesto; the conjunction of  
acrid and dirt relexitomizes the catoptrical grit of Beulah — bring back 
to me that cruise I took during my New Lexican diligence’s second year: 
a promiscuous jaunt to the Twin Isles; shore leave in Owlstain to ubria-
car with textwork on the Flouzianian quais. 
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Olive oil 
 
edge hisself into the corner & whip 
the cock out his pants so desperately 
there on Doce Este entre las avingudas A y B 
 
lookin back over his shoulders eyes wide 
& scared or in pain both hands fumblin 
round tryin to fish it out barely able 
 
to clear the zipper b’fore the hot urine 
come pourin out into some dark recess 
of a barred doorway & stream across 
 
the sidewalk over his own dirt bare feet 
in lush beery runnels acrid thick 
& glistening in the sunlight like fresh 
 
olive oil 
 
Agua Prieta, 1990 
 
 
Three years in Agua Prieta cannot but boast of its ineluctable sequelæ, as 
the following tangentially projected commentary on Nietzsche’s Gay 
Science — which, by the way, should slake prying eyes of their loose 
ideas anent the original — demonstrates. 
 
 
The dance, to be perfect, must be flawed 
 
Of this rude art only am I able — 
Grace to me is dross, wit a mere fable. 
 
Unlearned in the ways of love’s subtle art, 
Of flirtation’s ruddy ruses, I start 
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My dance not with a bow but a blunder. 
Foot in mouth, I tuck my blubber under; 
 
Thumb in nose, I hum my tarantella, 
Beating time with ulna on patella. 
 
Charm from shame I peel, couth from grief I strip; 
With a few quick nimble stumbles I trip 
 
Across the boards, giving air to my vile 
Throat’s force, my coarse tongue’s sturdy stutter while 
 
Refined adolescents trot their prim waltz 
To the rhythms of a sugar-prig schmaltz. 
 
They think that elegance is bliss, fashion 
Cures warts. But this vulgar child’s crude passion 
 
Can scare a style out of ignorance, a ghost 
Of raw form from the most savage riposte. 
 
And who needs a cure anyway? The sick 
Are the healthy; the sober, lunatic. 
 
What madness, you ask, lies in my droll play? 
Not madness, but laugh-crazy life, I say. 
 
For life spills forth from my callow contortions, 
While ripe skill jails with death’s proportions. 
 
And perfection, truly, is a mortal fraud, 
Since the dance, to be perfect, must be flawed. 
 
Gertrude, 1991 
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Decalced before the decalqued mirror slackly slung abaft the threshold’s 
verge, framing a reflection of window frost, I constructed from the vanity 
of my or my minion’s fallen socks of rose, this ode to the sadness that is 
the soul’s pasty coils of itself, mum avant the spyglass (espejo) of numb 
translexification. I had taken up, you see, digs in that hutch au sous-sol in 
which from some debauch, some grande beuverie, I had come to near the 
old ironworks a few years before. I wrote this poem, half of it, at least, at 
château Methuen during the instauration of ISOCPHYS. Colleagues and 
strangers alike commented on how similar I looked to Johnson 
Willoughby M. Methuen, the scion of the family. Even a few peons who 
toiled beneath his command at Telosvision approached, spluttered their 
admiration for me (meaning him) and my work (ditto his), and proffered 
their timorous paws for my imbibulated embarras to grasp in its jocular-
ly arrogant fist (I had seen him perform, you see), and, aping the motions 
of gallant noblesse oblige, to indulge them, as it were. So amused was 
Methuen by his mimic (me), that I was shown the network of tunnels 
anastomosing the entire domain’s bedrock, one of whose cloacas dendri-
fied into the cul-de-sac of my lieu de diligent textwork for the year  
preceding mon premier séjour à Paris. 
 
 
Self-portrait beneath El-Achim bridge 
 
Trains moving 
vibrate distant irrational 
overtones a truck 
 
may pass 
squealing creaking children’s cries 
afraid of dark naked 
 
you may appear beautiful 
as sky. 
 
With every step 
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you embrace your own 
mortality, seek resemblance 
to coldness 
 
cloud 
and light, freezing mist. 
 
Depression is something to be 
indulged in 
every now and then. 
 
Owlstain, 1992 
 
 
Hewing to the same old sore themes and mauve sacraments, I amassed in 
Lutèce what I would say is about a forearm’s length (in height) of fiches 
bristol bearing down à plat upon each other in such a way that the pinna-
cle of their tintone scrawl culminates in la ronce that is diligent textwork 
proper and the delicate liquor that is the sweet morat of its sudoriferous 
fruits. 
 
 
Tell me a rose 
 
Tell me a rose bloody thorns 
why did you send me 
stealing gold from light’s grave 
I buried my ghosts there 
 
Tell me bloody rose a grave 
cannot keep me snoring 
in my corpse splitting 
wall from splintered rock 
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Tell me thorns corpse ghost 
rock rose wall grave 
light breaking earth 
with bitter ash 
 
Why my eyes bleed fear 
my skin sweats guilt 
my throat vomits shame 
into my heart tell me 
 
Paris, 1993 
 
 
And to conclude: Leaning against Glamporium’s limestone façade, pedi-
palps tightly folded beneath her ample acrostics, one of that establish-
ment’s most exquisite creatures sneered at your author as I, lempira-less, 
returned to the ludict lucubrations demanded of all diligent textworkers, 
whether they be attached to ISOCPHYS or bound to IMSSOC, whether 
one year or eleven be sufficient to launch their lyrical récits and acrimo-
nious mémoires and sordid recueils of the gray envenomed nights  
that characterize the promiscuous isolation of Paris and Agua Prieta, 
whether they be heteronymic recluses in Gertrude, intertextual pariahs in 
Beulah, or translexical exiles in Owlstain, let us all hoist high our 
graphomaniacal fists and make ardent promiscuous textwork as if we 
were blowing into our very last tarte aux abricots by skillfully putting 
theory to practice in such a way that the seams remain artfully concealed 
on the inside of the fabric and yet miraculously, it seems, chafe neither 
the inguinalii of ritual nor the axillæ of myth! 
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Successive statues of a young god running 
 
Slow cut stone into chiseled music running 
atop such rare octaves: or the successive 
raggy bass that only a jazz-fingered god — 
agile as swallow’s dart and dive, or statue’s 
heated shadow coning toward noon — could walk: young 
 
swans fledging into sunlight’s curse the still young 
turbulence of their wings’ flirtatious running 
against rock, wave or prow: the bowsprit statues 
mizzened into a slurried wind’s successive 
meandrous tackings across the river god’s 
 
spit-stayed yawl: or dancing to the eyeless god’s 
abyssal rhythm that nightly steals a young 
raven’s raucous adagio from successive 
armies of bankrupt suitors who take off — running 
home to pets or wives unkempt as a statue’s 
 
shit-chipped flakings — at the first chirp of statues’ 
talk: — They talk like raptors, these sun-feathered gods; 
as hawks, eagles, falcons, poised in the running 
mouth of a cyclone: or like owls clutching young 
mice in their claws, shitting out the successive 
 
sculpted wads of bone and hair, the successive 
angel pellets of bloody dust — smearing statues, 
railings, windows and façades with their bleak, young, 
aborted rantings. You call this sullen god 
holy? I, joyous infidel, start running. 
 
Owlstain, 1994 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Street Acts 
 

Récit écrit à Paris d’un périple fantaisiste fait à Barcelone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First put out in the Spring-Summer 1997 issue of Esther Manse’s  
The Meaner Side, « revue bilingue dont l’ambition est d’entasser  

Hemingway’s legacy of sere anthems of exile and sheer mean-streak  
envers les existentialistes même dans une seule masse thrénétique  

qui rase the menses of semen-haters everywhere, for, it is said,  
“whom art enmeshes, Seshet enmarbles” ». 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Avez-vous vu dans Barcelone 
Deux grands bœufs blancs tachés de roux 

Dont un beurre gluant inondait tous les bords? 
Tiens, dit-elle en ouvrant les rideaux: les voilà! 

François Le Lionnais 
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§ 1. 
Plaça del Teatre 

 
THIS APPROACHES far too many for her silently to turn. To know how  
to write an elegiac life, we shall pivot the glowing face of her swiftly 
shattered pose. At first, I was a mere costume in her boots and she, fair-
headed, was reduced to keeping me from trying them on outside. Thus 
angered, she married me hanging, but was lost without the broken ritual 
of the entertainment (its smokescreen was eternally corpulent), not to 
mention the partially tied purchases. You very well know that I have  
always tried to hunt during the chrystalline night, because Barcelona 
back then was just so much fun, moving from one flown club to another. 
Smiles came our way, smiles starving for fingernails to seize, and the 
heartbeat of the gambit briefly dragged us on to yet another. Strands of 
glass, now, have slipped from her clavicle, have let fall a spine that her 
childlike tendons could never stake. Her windpipe, for once, becomes 
nervously boyish. It was always the golden spiral: snares and folds. And 
always, I drove. That was what got us walking. I would march slightly, 
ecstatically staring at her young bronze biceps and breasts. We went out 
crawling, not in a bright circle, but in a plaça of rundown orange trees by 
the unchained link. To think that such a thing as farming could slip into 
our lives as mysterious as a goddess! The divine face that every face falls 
into when unbound, or when unsound magic gets up to a billion rituals, 
and falls into a wonderful barn unbroken... You can tell it boundless on 
the body; that, interwoven, life feeds on life. That teeming grip, that gaze 
she knew. Was that the rapturous problem she clenched her silver life 
with? Look no more at her naked blood; consider, or not, this hole, this 
grief, and her longing to be kissed by friends at dinner. For melancholia’s 
a simple procession of appearance. My silent lonely face dominated 
when I wet the pain, then set it down unencumbered before her eyes; 
dominated when I exhumed her skirt, her armband. Just as any dancer 
would who rises to come, invulnerable. 
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§ 2. 
Basílica de la Mercè 

 
SPECIFICALLY, I stuck to it in order to come back to Barcelona as a sort 
of mirror for her make-up. I freed my costume of her boots, and got my 
own. Such was the hand with which I readily came back. I wanted to 
change the wet pacific pose in which she tried to move — the real wings 
of the catlike work! — so that she got hidden in it slowly, with tedium 
almost. A companionless home, as the Catalan saw puts it, will begin any 
relationship, for neither of us found sweat to be irrational. Such gifts tend 
to read and write in the gold of artistic coils, of sky, or, preferably, of 
every distant handout. Our fence wanted to aspire to a kind of travelling 
wheelbarrow of gore, a sort of creaking compound of horror in which  
her dog used to eat dinner with us. Look for the hand, I’d tell her. With 
both of us hungering after seascape, and a dog trying to catch at the 
church’s shadow and speak, as it were, I took over indiscriminately. I 
didn’t merely want to connect here and there — I wanted to kiss her livid 
hunger of freezing and rasping, of dying and returning from death, of 
undecorated and clear inspiration. She would give birth to the knee,  
not of a child, but a smooth black blade in such a way that you could 
perceive an axe in the aforementioned crumbled knee, or its stand-in. It 
would broadly obscure what the dog would be hunting for. Her pubis 
would beckon toward a burden of pommel, and you could connect the 
sweat-soaked saddle of the show with what I mean by pubis. She existed 
in the dark throat of it, and the dog would be whining in the background. 
How quickly smaller you can do it to something that appears to have  
no life left, for gradually, by means of a saw, one can deflate what looks 
like a throat, for example, or abridge an apparent arm. Much of the  
congregation would leave, appalled, but many would stay and observe 
the pounding sheets of a bed on which such an arm would be casually 
flopped over a penis. In the corner of the basilica’s doorway the starving 
dog found what it was sniffing for: another penis, and the vulva of a  
repulsive carcass. It was, in fact, a pig’s vulva, easily identified as such 
by the blood it spilt on the steps of the stairway where we captured it. 
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The saddest blood, however, is that in the nose of a chicken. This scene 
of unholy farming would slowly approach the slats of her birth-swing. 
Her nose clicked so much with that stake in it, and her foot clattered  
randomly. And we mustn’t omit the pane on the attractive lattice  
window. By raising against it my muffled foot, I was able to make it rise 
as if imposed upon by mere will. Afterwards, sipping the earnings of  
our morning’s snares against what could very well be tomorrow’s dry 
morning of ashes, I pulled over to where our gear was. She wanted to get 
out and wander in the rubble. 
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§ 3. 
Camp de la Bota 

 
THE SHOVEL of her now late hands lifted for some time, I must admit. 
Earlier, she’d held those clear hands over her head and begged. Continu-
ous piles, piles that could be snared without let up during our rehearsals. 
A light dustpan, all day, where I kissed her wrist from the southeast.  
An hour, however, was usually all it took to perform. Like any tool or 
particle of common cold dust lighting the darkness. A winter wind, also, 
could have been born during the hours of that autumn failure. It flew 
past, plundering the wet wheelbarrow. She submitted in the big morning. 
Afterwards, pounding the morning’s hard ashes, she fought by boiling 
the courtyard sieve. By the bones of our tumbledown they were as big as 
everything. With a few of the steadier bones, I drove stakes inside the 
piles. And would go back and forth with a sieve for too long, possibly, 
choosing the smaller bones. Quickly marking out the everything per què 
apuntar this descampat which the long concrete would soon efface. Her 
tongue also was long and rolling on the pile, the limestone siftings and 
shapes, the sieve and the pile of juniper-charred polla de granja we’d 
baked for a long time in that redrock courtyard of windswept bones — 
old bones and her young tongue. Pining, we left there in time for dinner 
once or twice. It was only a pile of bones doomed to drown beneath lush 
asphalt anyway. Usually, I knew them by their shape. We separated,  
for instance, a windblown fragment of fingers: phalanges shattered by 
phalangist clubs. It pains now the night to look away. Among the piles of 
dry readymades, I starved myself. We howled together, and she kissed  
the ash that I let slip. Did I come back to myself after? Wind shears all 
morning, lifts into ashes, and excludes what had been our first morning. 
My bones responded anyway, like a second tongue that taps almost  
imperceptibly. We continually changed the wheelbarrow and every day 
learned new things about ourselves in the opposite courtyard, even trying 
to forgive the ashes. We simply talked and walked, pushing the wheel-
barrow across the soft rubble. But for the clay shovels of our hands and 
the piles we made, I don’t think the audience would have got it. But after 
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an hour, usually, their hands exploded into applause. Sometimes they 
changed hastily, condemning to sand that wasted morning of our life. But 
a few mornings, our shows easily went on to till dusk, and then and there 
we’d solder shut a full detachment of illusions, the open or closed shut-
ters that patiently judged us to the bones as if we had let break a dose of 
excess wind. Gone painfully to the fallow debate, no coven would 
choose salt of the sea against walls of the luxury houses I was to drive to. 
Eventually, the bystanders went away to hunt for some consistency. So I 
sputter you to strap on the soybean coherence for me to flicker outside 
the logic of it. 
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§ 4. 
Platja de la Nova Icària 

 
THE COTTON position barely murmurs Zuleika. Learning to hunt beckons 
my recurrent murmur, which was really an apostrophe to the whole 
world. Didn’t Beerbohm know better? Perhaps we never knew and never 
will know that even the flickers of the young elms lining the straight way 
to the scuttled barges were barely murmuring. They had seen us coming. 
We approached the snares of the bathers who were murmuring stereo-
typically. The shutters were soldered shut, very corroded I supposed, for 
the ocean’s musth did not veil what she was now trying to do. At once I 
called. Not limestone or sandstone tufts, I stood with a few offerings that 
the eyesting at once shaved dead. The bloodsting too. I was born in such 
a way that my tufts were staring at grass and she was running me out into 
the surf. Not bloated, but nodes with an empty sort of antisand standing 
in a wave. To sway the dunes with it, to turn and pivot and lift the plastic 
casually. The beach left us in the oranges. It broached pining and  
the sand-syllables sheared too much into murmurs and eyes. Onto the 
syringe, just as she cut its wet tongue into her vein, she looked fright-
fully, as milky as the ruby consistency of what was inside it. Her  
coherence was as one-galloned as any logic could be. Too much this 
murmur to choose another murmur. I am dry and beautiful to rub, to 
murmur in the first life of concealed murmur of a murmur, or the  
murmur of shutters that regard the beautiful walls of a house. There was 
a murmur from the audience of Ambdós — ambdues. The desert-like  
coherence of her increased logic delightedly started to love us in its  
lonely mapping. I did come back to shore eventually. Of our leaves  
precisely late in tongue, the feverish stake of the afternoon unserried 
their tongue to let its own warm and wet tongue duck the logic of what 
was wet. I was the first to slip nightly, to emerge out of the position, to 
try, in my illusions, to go up a ways. I could walk all by myself, not quite 
even trying to march the storefront illusion of me crawling first. I didn’t 
write for love of the clichés that her lips, in banalities, had run to slip into 
the storefront sea. But any whispers of their leaves were lost in the bare 
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murmur of the crowd. It transgressed very far beyond the drooping shore 
and us. My words starved her tongue into rain. As I began the second 
stanza, predicting that when my lady died too the angels of heaven would 
bear her straight to me, the audience would have heard a loud murmur, or 
subdued roar, outside the hulls. The tongue felt the rain, the tongue for 
murmur in order to get them up miraculously because, murmur for  
murmur, the murmur of scars falls to leaves. The murmur and murmur at 
shutters to farming bent walls. As we piled up the invective, we noticed 
an ominous restiveness in the congregation — murmurs, clenching of 
hands, dark looks. Through it all, stray houses were pining, soon to  
crocus into illusions for the rainy bloodsting of eyesting. Whereas the 
English tourists merely murmured Poor girl or What a shame, the French 
shouted Popotin giroflé! or Quel acharnement! And my offerings to 
love’s leaves and the shore’s colder inconstancy to not dip into the wet 
aspect of our act... And faith, though a history of wet pogroms and com-
mitting no bones to heaven, tells of a sloshing evil. It obliges us to be 
slapped, to grip the martyrdom of technique and not clench or wince. It 
boils newly each time. For dinner, however, we grew, covered, out of a 
history. There was a murmur of Sí, sí, senyoras. 
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§ 5. 
Carrer del Call 
 
SO IT GOES in art. To the heart of chill upheaval I saw her singing for 
darker hands. And in her eyes... It howled, her dog, like it was eating 
dinner with heaven. I flicked it. I was coming, you see, into the hard evil 
time that hangs about in the hard tedium of it. Yes, it could resemble that 
red pistol she sticks out at them as she hunts for their rifle, for their whip, 
for their pike. Without history, at least, it wasn’t going to grow, to be 
repeated in detail. So we dissolved desperately in praise for the pogrom. 
If there’s anyone to blame for it, you must blame the farmer, for farming 
time’s the slayer, the alternative to souls and bones and omit a last  
heaven. Evil comes back to them. Beware the snares of bones. And,  
after, comes back to them that they will gently splay along with  
wisdom’s faith. She scans them, and they douche to hell. The history we 
were playing, you see, was a pogrom de dutxa. I flew to like it like that. 
The cows starved in comparison, while we were doing some pumping of 
water together there in heaven, clicking gracefully, too hidden in evil for 
the hope of any ungracefully scrubbed wormhole of despair to efface our 
dignity. Who, after all, shall begin the ancient dry burden? Know that its 
light could have been born on such an aspiration as the prickly heaven, 
and say last year’s hope to walk the last dignity in the ladder of your 
mesquite-grilled hope. I will write a knotted oven out of the dignity, 
while clinched in the block of the silent news through her invoice. She 
could catch to leave the new beauty of her illusion. Of course, she was 
pining. Not to speak of the intrusion, about that strip of doubt, but she 
connected writing with a wet poise about the silence and slowly plucked 
bodies from the lumen of beauty and illusion. We died closed. The sight 
flashed plum in their eyes and stop trying to end delusion into our dread-
ful sound, will you? The ear’s noise is beginning forever, is filled by its 
strong silence and art. We love because they must, inextricably, admit 
the well-exercised recent murderer’s music is the blondest we’ve begged 
so far in this choice. And beauty, because they let life’s illusion, as well 
as death’s, give birth eternally in their communion. Quickly, her voice 
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lifted above the silence during the autumn. We shared that beauty, left 
the blackjack pining to do the illusion again, which foregrounds our  
worshipful gazing into each other’s misery. 
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§ 6. 
Parc de la Ciutadella (I) 
 
AROUND her dignity she piles another dignity of worshipful abasement, 
and she douches gravitationally to have stretched only a suffering and a 
sharpened stake of a beaten-down fear of hope. The beaten-down seeds 
walk dignity. For dinner, out of the open misery in the treeless burst-
open thread of white hope, in suffering of the knife, there was only  
absence. Dried construction omits more in the blood — gravel, absence, 
strong wire — than in the hooks and shovels, or maw. After all, mascu-
line is to macho as woman of silence is to religion. The male, rough and 
ugly, intriguing to dry life’s injunction, is illusion to light power of less 
than light. The blue words of tenacity and grammar appear to him as a 
continual hunt after sweat-soaked root and rhythm. That mire surrounded 
hell and impotence, but the futility of love is wisdom in unbuttoned con-
cepts of infinity; is to shrivel striving in the extended sabbat which the 
knees clatter against rather than trying. The humility of urine farming,  
I nodded in rage, when fever of degradation acceded to master it,  
approaches slight and gently in the blood. It clicked across its own histo-
ry, clattered a pogrom or stave. To focus like I’m doing all afternoon, to 
get wet pathetically, while trying to back up into the heaven of it, then 
for an evil politician be burnt like a fried poet, lies all crisp and topical  
in a death I walk toward anguished. It is a lure for an empty life’s repul-
siveness. My straight politician’s hands and his poet’s aren’t snares or 
miracles, nor artificial infants recalled dimly among the patriots of us, 
but clean necks detribalized — the poet’s, on how to write a dry burnt-
out axe; the politician’s, on prisons and poets. The rusty guillotine  
she found gave out a new rhyme, a harsh rhyme between justice and 
vengeance, but (with the equality of rasping cruelty where, unseen, the 
politician simply starved the poet) the locked costume she gave me to 
bliss drank me quickly into the part, such as pornographer and prophet. 
For it is not by mask alone that we know the parasite of what a priest has 
said, but out of the most extreme slave-owner, the intertwined business 
to a poet shall be revealed. 
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§ 7. 
Parc de la Ciutadella (II) 
 
THE NAKED TINY savior was to get out measure so that she could protest. 
He believed all that she could derive, for the machined robes dried the 
torturer’s and the teacher’s gown, and this poet’s politician was wobbling 
in the aching sweet country, in the sort of virgin pogrom that’s only  
possible in a little poll. It’s as if style was the staked straws she cried on 
in the dry life as it transgressed before — it thwacked too dry to proffer 
kisses taut into the meat. We easily suppressed them; sharp starved ideas 
beckoned occasionally as she sat out the brittle number to heen them in. 
And then they speak, these heads she sought to connect: “So you deter-
mined to try [vulgui intentar] process, found your cautiously begged-for 
dinner, politician [politicastre], on the poet,” or some such tricks we 
sensed, and others: “You could take to reach for alchemy to learn that a 
friend’s there to cook a just and methodically crumbling cause about that 
martyr’s.” So the bullet doesn’t know, it never knew that it could write 
with the shorn blood at least as slowly, even though out in the raw sun-
light’s gold you’d never know it as such. “You never flicker to approach 
leaves [fulles] like these,” she says, approaching the sidewalk, flaccid 
like that of a village square. Who said life was dry until, in the luminous 
morning, she screamed at the policemen because of the bench and the 
bead, because of the southfacing ruby? For a mouth, instead of laughing 
off the fifth-floor eyes to set snares, they soldered it, so that it shut  
momentarily for our face to compare where the ears to offer do the voice 
and will go out hunting. Said hands on the billy wanted the innards of her 
geode, or to speak connecting shards of her dazzled singing. A lot alone, 
body, then striving out with a smell at the same dignity to claim a shame 
on “alone.” Memory had seen me lifted to her and to the room which was 
left floating about, alone, tonguing such fear of them floating more sub-
urban than her squawk ever was. A houselight bead perceived warmth in 
the warm ruby, obscuring the diesel-fuel sunlight which was lost there 
when the leaves were wet and alone. If we evoked to lift it to the foun-
tain, we were shears that this village square gave birth to off the water, so 
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that even we were degraded, digging for eyes, and that we were ravishing 
to end our face without even trying. Beginning it for them was an air-
conditioned murmur about the airport; ears in the clear voice. What 
would farming explain without singing? How many scars might teeth 
look like through bars? About blue guards, why break the helot and dry 
his body’s duplicate of our spring shame? And about morning memory 
— as an Appalachian room, why did they laud us, walking her tongue on 
our sunlight? — and which leaves? 
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§ 8. 
Templo de la Sagrada Familia 

 
EVEN THE KITSCHY sidewalk’s big bead, such as the ruby mouth, the 
block, is grinning farming’s turquoise on this grout. We must admit the 
cold bench, and last night’s village square, with her face in the cool voice 
of spring’s murmur, but also upstairs with her hot lips, her first teeth 
willing to beg gingerly about the tongue, as of a gat. That singing pellet’s 
hot singing came back up to the pale room and let its tongue, by pulling 
desperately their calm, slip brittle up by the goddamned fools begging 
that sow to show her heart. On-time children’s pets, undeniable wisdom, 
the ultimate, suspended, understood. Or its barely bitter youth trying to 
pluck open a heavy trinxeraire still sleeping in the sunlight. Its leaves 
were for a sidewalk, a line to consider it best. An emotional ruby, she 
belches, half-closed, in the eastern bead; she walks in the physical 
mouth, marches the last shards of its face at the stake against the boot 
sole of a sudden voice. Crawling or running though that joyous kicking, I 
slip so lonely, singing, “It was wet that fall, and we got up quietly to 
fall.” Sitting on a cell at the electric toilet, within the resonant clothes, 
the shit cannot light, and darkness caught more seemingly than it told. 
The tenuous cows starved, stayed. She peed in polished a room, her 
tongue advised sunlight for the brass leaves of unspoken sidewalk. To 
listen to what she wailed, joyous, in the attached village square at the 
hunt, was like gripping a black trip across the prison with my own feet, 
clenching the bead and the boils and then manipulating them in ruby. She 
wheeled the mouth infinite, unlike her half-silvered overcast eyes that 
went walking when didn’t, deep and turned in her face when not on her 
this ears, lunging to aspire a circular full harsh voice and singing. And 
always you could see continually whether our place was set for dinner or 
whether they would keep on speaking against her screams. It must have 
been then that I began to connect luminous and reverent the night, the 
seemingly distant pallet, and how it howled within its cell which shall 
begin, not flicked with any of the snares of the distant guards holding 
their billy clubs, but as if in communion you were standing ruling and 
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burning sparks. Why write in the insistent room? Her uncle, an accom-
plished jester, was the muddy beloved of my Kali, the nearer nightmare 
of his bride, who was lost, unable to struggle as a sweet jester in a slow 
box in an elegant bouquet barely above or unable to tell me about how 
hidden she was, yes hidden, in her second life and so I stuck her with it 
as she flew. I depopulate to gratify myself with it. 
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§ 9. 
Sacrat Corazón 

 
TO ACCOST HER third life with arms, with blooms for marigold and  
primrose, was as though, through the slow melting naked and burning 
iris of the gaggle, the hot witches were trying to convey by farming in 
my memory, to try painfully the dark and poisoned fallen spleen in the 
dry flaking stew of the ingrown shock (loss of rage, bride, corymbs, 
hags, and so on). Was it hard to face who should try not to form the fore-
told trying of a sister’s happy lace within a fat nearness of monsters? To 
tell how we managed to write the night’s articulation of mimicry — tell 
flesh they shocked? I abandoned the mother. I was tapped, I was trapped, 
and could dream only, threatened with time, the lifeless bride. Around 
about the unwilted hour in this bar — to use what we obey — she  
adhered to conceive the bad. Now, that’s debauchery of the varicose 
sweet kind, with tobacco on top. Gracelessly, we roamed about commit-
ting love so much in the bespoken carriage that, connected, we becowed 
the home body with our weight. The salty air around my sleep, the occa-
sionally swept-over eyes of her big darkness so dirty, spit fright and also 
to that of her big red brother. Our naked tobacco and clumsy snares come 
back from all of our places. But the built-up mouth never comes back. 
That the bride had left us was an open salvation in the bouquet of spear. 
They were pining in anger of the arms to execute the legs, so that if 
memory saw in the trying quivers, then in the sharp blue stone arrows, all 
the dry love in sight — it comes back by the sore penis; it never comes 
back in the dry man. Instead, they beckoned the shassed die exactly like 
the hose. We tried peeling the spray. Still, she knew how to pearl the 
waving, run displays, and brandish up before dinner howled, “Speak!” 
throughout all that terrace cafe goddess hilarity. Whose tax wants its  
toilet to sore the nicotine night’s door? Who called the dry cracked tomb, 
staked the snickers? Splash that she drenched to click the exit from, and 
clattered into the black piss. The hidden beacons were giggling. If you 
were having to see distantly you wouldn’t have had to hunt dimly and 
closer; otherwise the bank, the stream, the receptive camping was sinking 
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into you. Worry and run to hew the wet swollen time, O sensitive bride. 
Help choose. Don’t know, never knew that we never will fly by the  
driveling, nor tread the greedy hidden imitation because of it. It saw her 
voice to the fifth of measure, and never starved for her delicate dark nose 
to praise. For those in the tunnel of canvas, they stuck to flickers from 
the withered proud sensations. 
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§ 10. 
Rambla del Raval 

 
HIDDEN it approaches dimly to approach the pressure, as it were. 
Warmth flicked, pain lit, her nose burning, and even the canvas should 
have troubled the giggles tucked, by pain, by warmth, into the awaiting 
back. Soldered, it survives the hidden girl to seize her bare foot. Girl, 
even the girl, and the girl who darkly eroticized the limply bloodstained 
penis of the giggles, and who immediately increased but starved fear  
of what that memory severed and saw howling. The brother of her time-
lessly frostbitten gangrenous love for the passion turned the bed with his 
sacred syphilitic stain in which spinal and fallen cycles on life were 
loathing. That pivot could have been born tense. Meanwhile, poetry was 
striving out of it or her and doesn’t it fit in with the tears? Yet she is so 
green and wet with the slow cause, that she was as crisp as the black 
home of a weakness before it left its keep, during which time travel 
lunged us in a shame-faced vigil, naked and bleeding within, while we 
hunched and lifted the streaky yellow wetness. I looked, without, as if to 
die the steady drip-drop approach into drooling love and embrace what 
she’d done to win so near, and tag her need to any among the audience 
who was still aspiring to perceive or obscure the out that persisted simp-
ly. Hot to retreat with frozen loam of shame on a flaw in which I was 
there to consider so festering a jester for the performance. I wince. With 
clinches to the wilt of the stem of our act, which saw from luminous fruit 
to unreasonable curtain-crash a body. In general, however, I lifted my 
grip smooth, so that your mind would clench within the exertion of what 
was boiling. That is what we called farming — a dalliance of the scene, 
trying or otherwise to bark from a single unifying action the threads of 
the forgotten clockwork of what our drool-mouthed fight or spastic play-
toy of intercourse — to which touch was actually a curse — were but the 
ill-remembered snares of withered waste, of vessels and tropics. But 
warmth was blither — was not warmth blither? — wilted into the friend-
ship, committed in the hobbled pride, and shears of her strength of land 
backing down for the hunt. But have I really forgotten at last the frantic 
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boat she took with her vase? Did I forget already that memory? She 
turned the anticipation. There, on a dark love beside it, she was waiting 
to give birth to grandeur, but was, instead, a twice-hourly consciousness 
of a woman’s light kiss blossoming. Also, she was neither hidden lips 
nor absolution, and, save for a few precious tears, she was occasionally 
terrifying through the sacred passion behind them, so as to blaze up the 
picnic. I enforced returns with her life-sprung hand, and identified what 
may have been still alive to my writing by hand on the infinite bliss. A 
world reached, in other words, by any co-author whose gravitational 
points must admit, or which she begged as a useless abortion, and is able 
to tell therefore easily the sweet-smelling come-back. Could I catch  
or end it? A stake for beginning it all: a desperate or despairing every-
thing of defiled relationship saw tightly. Let a month slip by that bitter 
conception. If pregnancy can know that any dead nature dims either  
discreetly or dumbly violent to the try of its option’s spirit, then also it 
should arrive or have already arrived at what soul was taught begging. I 
tap her. The virgin wisdom steps the terms, but I, floating in innumerable 
spirit, and thinner than yellow mind’s — which I just now wanted, and 
waited to climb — breathe it with her in veneer, as if we had rehearsed 
only to detest the meat we ate at dinner with this soul. I follow, crablike, 
the everything of her dripping-beauty consciousness and, sham, I bait my 
snares however. I inoculate silver and most dim her childish each orchid 
of abuse, trying once or twice to light her martyred hard sex, which was 
there gurgling to resolve a love in dry waves for stiff rock and earth-gash 
up until ocean or island — 
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§ 11. 
Carrer del Telègraf 
 
SHE OPERATES that steam make claim to talk up sundering by derive her 
found surface to them and by trying to employed black depth with her 
and by themselves. I masticate an old diamond in ash that she suck not 
swallow me starve and poorly for me, she cannot light tightly indistinct. 
How darkens you gold at once pluck the star’s of your inferno by a snare 
so forgotten, and walk your forgotten mind into that sea which the stone 
of minerals march on the forgotten, the forgotten life of black worlds. 
There crawls a jester even steady the box, for the fourth life run not slip 
full until intense dream after the parts of the waking. Truly before dinner 
hearty usual nightmare fall pale with flat memory, of which each get up a 
blossom, as a blood or pain of the scar, and to fall the love beauty for a 
fraction of the embarrassing self. Speak small wet sudden indulgence 
from good pebble in the visiting bed. She speaks. Connect my whirl-
pools, and I left hers up and pining it, to have kissed her, if I could, that I 
walk that she march steady. But I crawl not run black about it for all the 
sphere. Full wildfires slip quickly spring me it fall great by farming,  
to get up sobbing whelks upon the blains fall. When I come back thus 
electric in the situation, then she never comes back, without a pebble’s 
paperweight, to drive a stake through me and pluck off my cauldron, or 
thrust a witch’s elsewhat that may have rivaled my escape to murder. She 
envelopes me. Nor tattered it so silently swiftly, that far from rebuffed 
her room for another buzz mirrors on snapshots of dense certain note-
books, the phonetic poems of that thick journal escapes beckons to light 
the letters, that for those glistening gifts she darkens all the early dry and 
tell on books, for clothes so green storm and thighs as the bloody hunt of 
a pebble. The desk put back, I am now not well enough to know how to 
write her. I unmanned the lie down to a pebble of panicles that I said, not 
how to die. 
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HUNDREDS, thousands of crows streaming, like pitch-fletched quarrels 
sprung from insurgent arbalètes, down from the mountains to the port, 
cavorting there amongst the aeolian chaos of masts and rigging, striving 
to pierce, and poise airborne within, the winking eye of equilibrium  
atop the pinnacle of the Mahesterne’s noon mantle (a more matinal, and 
preterite, adumbration of its corvid-tousled estival node may be observed 
to inflect, a double yazdehanity of incipient, diligent, and marginal text-
work later, my “Successive statues of a young god running”) which 
grows daily northward to embrace its pennate playmates with its own 
consanguine cinerescence — I remember marveling at the leaves of  
the beech and the birch and the basswood and the black gum, how those 
facing the sun as it declined south over the Arathu Sea were the first,  
before falling, to turn amber, gold, saffron, and crimson, while those  
in shadow clutched greenly at their mortal tethers, it seemed, even in 
deepest winter. A nearby mortar blast, finally, broke their cunctatious 
verdure’s precarious spell, and like burnt scraps of veined and brindled 
parchment, they fluttered about the everted ochre innards of horse,  
human, house, and earth. 
 
 
Conjunctivism 
 
The crows call 
announcing their return 
 
Shiva dances 
and the leaves fall 
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Winter’s coming 
proclaims their doom 
 
 
 
   and night and darkness and gloom 
 
Tulpuyauor, 1974 
 
 
Whatever ethnic, political, territorial, or purely vindictive motivations 
may have fuelled it, the war for us was more an ineluctable force, like 
gravity, than a tragic stew of human rapacity, and, like gravity, though its 
insidious tralatitions may have infected our games — such as “sceller 
une piste avec des trous de loup,” or “jouer aux espions et tortionnaires” 
— it rarely became an overt subject (OS) of textwork, however incipient, 
diligent, or marginal. The detumescent scintilla, for instance, of a class-
mate’s abrupt, then recurrent, absence, was recharged soon enough with 
the novel stimulus of an enchanting parvenue’s trimoline tang — and I 
remember one superlative morn au commencement du printemps, with 
honey- and lemon-glazed Trevi’s pneumalorous testa just beginning to 
expose, from beneath la cagoule indomptable de Mont Spitmarkx, the 
sulky épanchoirs of his or her or its or their or our primeval tonsure, and 
we encounter a smoldering, rubble-filled lot: was it only yesterday, and 
all the days before, that we had stopped there on the way home from 
school to buy — what? and from whom? from that inexplicable minus 
that had been an irrelevant mopus of a repulsive matron, but was now an 
insensate corpse, a black hole of extinguished puruṣa, a Bernouilli-like 
rift in the Universal Trompe sucking all the arithmetical meat and mean-
ing out of this, our Venturi’s Pleroma, and into some supernormal 
eviternity of Laver’s, or is it Ravel’s, Entropium? 
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Trevi Pulsar Nemo 
 
There are others like you 
Embedded in the tiniest grain of dust 
Swirling among the currents of early fallen dew 
 
And there are others as you are 
Enshrouded by the stark cosmic mist 
Succumbing to the attractions of a long dead star 
 
Yes there are others like you 
And they live and they love eternally throughout the skyblue 
And they are like me too 
 
Tulpuyauor, 1975 
 
 
According to Intrussyan chronicler T. S. Eridzoi, Yazdehan cosmogno-
sist Subborainizy named our town (OT) Tulpuyauor because, having  
noted that, “at those conjoint hubs [c’est-à-dire, at the conjunctivism] of 
seasonal cyclicity when the phanerotic axis of earthly delights is in  
precise equilibrium vis à vis the solar axle,” viz., on those two mornings 
of the year when “[day] twins its bright gamut to [night]’s dark” and the 
sun rises directly over the snow-capped peak of Mount Spitmarkx to the 
left (if one is trying to descry the tips of the Far Gimmals just poking up 
over the horizon to the south), and its “mellow [r]ays play with equal and 
ample splendor over the quivering surface of things and [concomitantly] 
strike deep into the exquisite depths” of the harbor, he deemed it to be an 
“Abode (uor) of Effervescent Light (tuḷumpuka),” or a “Place (ūr) of 
Tremulous Shining (tuḷumpūya).” Thus did the ninth Glo Bersh of  
my sublunary existence commence with an annular eclipse, flanked by 
Jupiter and Saturn, emerging from behind the Ostiesa (“eastern gate”) of 
Mount Spitmarkx, and the Mahesterne’s alabaster shaft topped with  
a canescent tiara of columbophylactic caltrops bisected the insistent  
diurnal gloom with a glaucous effulgence, and, child though I was, I  
bethought myself of the faithful dioptra and the virtuous astrolabe for 
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and with which our Subborainizy (OS) had risked tundra and tropic and 
marauding Erautist marplots to bequeath to our ebullient Tetrastic 
shores: tools, knowledge, traditions that, even then, and intimated 
through the medium of my incipient textwork, salivating Arist galoots 
festering like Mopsi mold in the margins and interstices of our polyvalent 
society were bent, like the unbending Tsarist pretor who enervates  
the fastidious Kafkaist with inane womaninity, on rendering utterly  
impuissant. 
 
 
Glo Bersh 
 
Ivory-crowned king, 
eyes slanted slightly, 
enter the domed ring 
and tell me: 
 
Of the ancient lands 
and the lonely ways; 
of the sun that spans 
throughout the days. 
 
O wise and dark one, 
tell me of the time 
that they will have shun: 
eternal, sublime. 
 
Tulpuyauor, 1976 
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With barely time for my precessional nostalgia anent l’an précédent’s 
annular eclipse to mingle with the general sinemota being wrought, on 
immigrant and endemic alike, by Saliba’s Galoots throughout the coast-
mountain regions of Fukariland and mature into full-blown mnasiakakoe 
(my Gallofrankish chums inevitably rib me with, “Mais tu te souviens 
quoi de la guerre?” — I think I’ve already sufficiently broached an apt 
riposte to that!), I was matriculated, comme tous les gosses du régent 
poldève exilé, in the justly famed pensionnat normal sis à la cime même 
de l’aldea (later barrio) of Tixpu, the Tiliar Boarding School (TBS), 
dont j’ai guéri siete años mas tarde, still utterly ignorant of that which 
enthralls and begets the vast bulk of the extramural trade there: its sundry 
sultry lupanares and its profound Trou Noir complete with ancient holm 
(Acer holmus L.) voilant son volant and indigenous olm (Ambystoma 
tixputanum Goldbarg) s’esquivant au tréfonds. Published anonymously 
in the school’s organ of things cultural and literary, Tiliar Tracks!, under 
the title “Sun Sulta,” I had originally envisaged the following incipient 
textwork comme le point zéro, so to speak, of a confessional series à  
la Plath ou Sexton, “Sun Sulta : X,” in which the X would be replaced, 
following the initial “Treachery,” with various choice abtract lexemes 
charting the course of my Kafkaist disillusionment with the asinist  
system of eurynderast indoctrination masquerading under the misnomer 
of “education” into which I had mistakenly been immured, but our  
principal, Dr. Avílano Bimkov, in consultation with our literary advisor  
(Li-Ad), Mirva V. Bolaño-Kid, and our lexical therapist, Dr. Kavim  
Vila-Bono, squelched that plan, if not the impulse, which I have retained 
along with the original title, which I have restored, as I have three lines 
which that trio of cold-blooded killjoys also nixed — in verse 3, after 
“Sun,” add the following: “I felt pleasure for every moment / Just to be 
alive. / My life had meaning under the rays of the Sun.” À propos of 
which, the exquisite precocious creature I have recently encountered here 
in Lutèce, the divastigatrix incarnate of this, my ex post facto 
yazdehanity of incipient textwork, is, befittingly, not only a native  
Tixputanita — elle est née dans ce bled the very year I left it! — but 
alumna of — who would have guessed? And she tells me that those 
“bright orange flowers” the sun fingered and fondled in Wyoming are 
actually a fungus, Puccinia monoica, that mimics the petals of the  
mustard blossom — brilliant!  
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Sun Sulta : Treachery 
 
Freedom was mine 
One day when I was young: 
 Bright orange flowers 
 Saluted the Sulta of the Sun. 
 
A river’s flowing 
Celebrated a prince’s growing 
 When the Mountains of the Moon 
 Made love to the Sun. 
 
With thoughts unchained 
By the boundaries of ignorance 
 I took pride in the Joy 
 I received from the Sun. 
 
But my freedom was destroyed 
When the chains were forged. 
 Still the bright orange flowers 
 Salute the Sulta of the Sun. 
 
Tixpu, 1977 
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Tossing about for le paravent d’un nom d’appui behind and on which to 
pitch the following, the first of my sonnets embryonnaires, I dispensed, 
after having toyed, with la particule dont j’ai droit, and settled on the  
anagrammatical hommage to mon père I continue to invest my more  
diligent textwork with encore to this day on occasion selon les exigences 
du métier: M. S. Litarn. Quel oracle! Wedged as I was between cantle 
and pommel after having slipped the dactylographed instar à travers la 
raie d’intromission qui s’emboîte au beau milieu de la Señora Bolaño-
Kid’s office door, the mule-clopped cobbles of the sinuous descent 
seemed to scan, however recalcitrantly, the quotidian cosmoplasts of the 
conceit I’d submitted for the winter issue of Tracks!, and the aristate 
chevaux de frise topping our school’s clotûre barbelée above and behind 
me rhymed with the bristling masts of the Porto Vecho below and before. 
The Aseli-bound chaloupe I boarded there would be the first sealeg of an 
aborted journey to a Tulpuyauor that would remain forever changed for 
me, forever buckled by, to, and with the chimerical rhythms of reverie 
and remembrance. For in Aseli, carrier pigeon brought word that, instead 
of aligning the chartered Kidjaki yawl’s bowsprit with the loadstar’s  
nyctonosticist aplomb, I was to deflect the compass of that vessel’s 
seavane toward Nemo’s rising and the cliff-slung harbor town moored 
beneath in the pleated shadows of Mount Spitmarkx’s watery nether 
parts, Port Gaspard, where I debarked into the awaiting arms of my 
mother: not only had she and “Mr. Stalin” (as my classmates, mistaking 
the melos e artes [“honeyed profundity”] of his aristocratic grasseyement 
for la molasse térébrante [“howled profanity”] of a Tsarist toady’s  
guttural gueulement, no doubt, called my father) “divorced” in absentia 
mia, but the latter, timorous of the pollarded careers — arrest, torture, 
death by deprivation, execution, or neurasthenia (ATDDEN) — extem-
poraneous régimes the world over had imposed on various of his exiled 
colleagues, consorts, catamites, and courtesans, had fled to North Texas. 
We thrust our way through a formicating throng of Yazdehan and 
Sihlaucal refugees and ascended to Gertrude via cog rail and funicular. 
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Incipient sonnet n° 1 
 
To have been the Gods for a day; 
What wonderful changes we would have made. 
With infinity in our hands 
What boundless travels we would have taken. 
With interwoven forces flowing all around us 
Our every thought would have created 
And destroyed a billion teeming universes. 
 
With the power that we held 
We should have thrown out our folly — 
And our rapturous world 
Would yet remain unshaken. 
 
To have been the gods for a day: 
To have been everything 
And nothing, all in a day. 
 
Tixpu, 1978 
 
 
Amidst the fundamentalist burrasca of burglary and rapacity the  
Intrussyan extremists were then in process of inflicting on our ancient 
town (renamed, for the nonce, Port Uluyau), in the charred lacuna where 
our house once stood, into which my mother and I had, overland through 
the hills and defiles by way of secret bucolic winding mule- and deer-
tracks, smoothly cobbled, or clotted with stolid roots and loose rocks, 
ventured, against the flow of exodus and shedding elite tears of desolate 
rage, to salvage what we could (very little, it turned out), I scribbled  
the following, my first incipient odd sonnet which is also, I think, a  
parsimonious scantling of purely poetic and perhaps even, despite the 
extemporaneous circumstances of its composition, almost diligent text-
work: oneiric, evocative, allusive, covertly charged with the rimose  
chiasm of unstated emotion, overtly masked with the Janus-face of fatid-
ic mnasiakakoe. Need I say more? Even as my mother and I were 
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squeezing out through the last ungauntleted streetlet of Port Uluyau and 
into the freedom of the savage hills beyond, Gals Saliba and his bail-ass 
Galoots had already reduced the pious liberal plurilingual multivalent 
balneario established alors by Subborainizy, into the seedy Fischdorp of 
ignorant intolerant bellicose uniastrists it remains, the ochlocratic capital 
of Intrussyan Ecumenicalism (INTEC) now known as Tlaour Yuˀup 
(“Black Yurt”). My maternal lares from now on would be the Yazdehan 
enclave of Gertrude en WY. 
 
 
Incipient odd sonnet n° 1 
 
Elegiac sequestered structures 
Hanging in the open air: 
Burnten, broken and bronze. 
 
Corpulent and crystalline, 
Angered by the golden wings, 
They join the fight. 
 
Silently (and singly), somewhat swiftly the Balta flew, 
When outside the glowing berries grew: 
Fairheaded and flown, 
 
Down the spiral highway, 
Through the shattered window 
Headed out: 
 
(Again she must have stopped) 
Appeared: 
Burnten, broken and bronze. 
 
Port Uluyau, 1979 
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Mirva V. Bolaño-Kid, our school’s (OS) literary advisor (Li-Ad), failing 
to grasp the paedogological subtleties of the comprehensive cornerstone 
Subborainizy had erected at the catechectic crossroads of the pandectical 
piste of our ancient Northern cosmognosy, urged me to entitle this 
acroamatical gem (AG) of incipient textwork, “Amphigory.” Yet since 
ideorhesaleotia, the soi-disant “method of neutral bigotry” advocated by 
the Yazdehan pansophistrists, abjures no signpost however faded or 
overgrown, no toehold however exiguous or eroded, no resting place 
however fulsome or unpopular, on the path to knowledge, I felt provoked 
to sprawl and wallow, as it were, like a ruthful mopsi in the evocatively 
uncouth reek of a mastiff in heat, to incorporate, that is, rather than  
rankle at, the lepastic way, viz., not a few of my fellow inmates clung to 
the Arist or Erautist monoliths of their loose ideas that denied, for  
instance, the enkylistse of the Universal Trompe, or that, even more  
perverse, accepted in some abstract, dyophysitic manner, the contrary 
natures of the phanerosis of the planet Ninsrata (calling it, strangely, “a 
star,” e.g., of evening or morning, respectively), yet reduced the lusterine 
thrall de la Lune, if they considered it at all, to a sterile catadioptric cata-
lyst of the most catamenial facets of womaninity (the catachthonic 
charms of lesbianism I was able, dans mon innocence d’alors, to evoke in 
the realm of theory only) denying its prominent effects on ego, art, role-
play, toy-, word-, and arrack-consumption, and, of course, that intense, 
otiose impetus towards Eros we call Venturi’s Pleroma. 
 
 
Amphigory, or Incipient sonnet n° 2 
 
Were but not the World 
Of divine Inspiration created, 
Wherewith all of Man 
Unto the Gods be fated, 
And out of All with all, 
Into the Light illuminated: 
So then shall the Heavens sing. 
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Were but not the Myth 
Of encircled Day abated, 
Where, and with, all the Sun 
Shone withering and dated, 
Is but still the Destiny of Man 
To be gorged with Desires sated: 
And so be carried off on darkened Wing. 
 
Tixpu, 1980 
 
 
“I don’t believe in memory,” says the protagonist of the incipient instar 
of the diligent textwork I’ve recently put out in Hester Esman’s The 
Meaner Side, a little magazine procurable from its offices at 9, cité 
Manstherse, Paris, IX. “Authenticity is a lie. No law is stronger than  
fiction.” He steps out of the bar (leaving his half-empty demi [“His Demi 
Half” is indeed the textwork’s title] sur le zinc du comptoir) onto le 
mince trottoir de la rue Mouffetard, and lights a cigarette. The story is 
couched in the first-person, and a child descending the cobbles au beau 
milieu de la rue, holding the hand of its adult minion, sexy whore of  
a sveltely proportioned sloimčik of an Intrussyan or Ityalian au pair or 
indeed, perhaps even Gallofrankish she-mare of immaculate maternity, 
as the following morceau of the little tart’s words confirms, says, in  
passing, “Maman, est-ce que c’est que c’est un truc spécial de prestidigi-
tation, de mettre le feu au bout d’une petite baguette et faire souffler de 
la fumée par la bouche, maman?” Prestidigitation, indeed! Le duo 
féminin continues to sashay down towards that place or square where the 
street seems to dissolve into a frowzy farrago of disjointed fruit crates 
and deranged ruelles. It is the crowded hour de l’apéro du soir, and my 
paperist protagonist, my fumeur qui flâne, my flâneur qui fume! ascends 
towards the Panthéon, debouches into Saint Jack’s Alley by way of la rue 
Soufflot, and in a smooth deft agile perhaps even diligent motion, leans 
down to stub out his clope in the guileless face of a swaddled girl-child, 
then quickly loses himself in the massed gloaming. Behind, the infant 
screams and the mother, with pram-handle gripped in one outraged fist et 
l’écume de l’horreur poised as if to crash against the scalloped plage of 
tendresse lésée, scoops the child provocatively against her recurved 
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womaninity with the other, while that half of the foule hoping to slake 
prying eyes by comforting pretty mère et burnt fille impedes the other 
half that feels morally compelled to seek retribution for this inexplicable 
mean act of abnormal rapacity. Cries of “Salop! Meurtrier! (the infant 
does not die, by the way, and there will be an interesting twist towards 
the end of the second or third installment) Violeur! Police!” are just  
making themselves heard in the reader’s unbiased mind, but our smug 
itinerant anti-hero has long since entered un petit antiquaire de la  
rue Monsieur-le-Prince, where he lights a cigarette and demands of the 
elderly propriétaires (who are just closing shop for the night), “J’ai faim! 
Donnez-moi à mangez! Et comme boisson, un demi, s’il vous plaît! Je 
veux un demi!” 
 
 
Incipient sonnet n° 3 
 
Yonder stands a man on high: 
Not asking how, only why. 
Childlike, emotionless he stares; 
The sun is setting far below, far away. 
Black: purple sky fades to blue, then red, then rose. 
Trees are swaying in the light evening breeze. 
 
Remembrance of: a house he shall never own, 
A wife he shall never have, 
A child he shall never father; 
A love he could neither give nor receive. 
 
Yonder stands a man on high: brooding: fearing, hating, 
Accepting. On his face a smile, not yet betraying 
The tear that flows from the inside corner of his left eye: 
Not asking how, only why. 
 
Beulah, 1981 
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I composed the preceding textwork, “Incipient sonnet numéro trois,” like 
the current exemplar, as a set of words to make a chanson out of, id est, 
to read as if sung, the sole differences being, primo, that my father’s  
pedological emploie on the INTEC (Ipsi-North Texas Ebeyl Canal)  
having quickly enabled him to become a prominent member (nor was his 
parsimonious titre de la plus haute noblesse, both uterine and paternal, 
any impediment) of the Southern Reactionary Establishment (the soi-
disant So.Rea.Est) of Beulah which I had visited for the first time the 
very summer I composed it, I took imaginative revenge by writing, not 
just his former esposa out of the former, but his offspring too, as  
witnessed in the body of the incipient textwork itself by the resentful  
savor of betrayal that, embittered, I ate, then regurgitated in the form of 
incipient textwork (it should be sung as read) there in his new foyer “on 
high” dans la realm uniastérique du Nord Texas the very emir of the 
banate of which he had become, ou comme, and, segundo, in the latter, 
unabashed nostalgia for my septentrional Tulpuyauor of yore — mais 
doit-il céder to exist même dans mon for intérieur? — glistens against the 
deviant croupe of a maman who had dropped both la particule nobiliaire 
and the patronymic (if that is le mot juste) which her atheling (timorously 
uniarist since his brush up north with Saliba’s Galoots) of a former 
spouse, however estranged, still entitled her to and had settled into the 
unassuming role she had been née with, Oda Elton (though her students 
at the local institution continued to refer to her fondly as “Mrs. Latin” — 
nor is it mere chance that the lovely young creature gracing my salle de 
bains at this very moment with her exuberantly juvenile ablutions is of 
the same distant millennial matriline as me and, of course — ma mère!), 
and, tertio, at times there lumbered into the kitchen or down the steep 
narrow spiral staircase and into the basement where I had established  
my special “place,” a freshly showered, orotund Pannonical being of  
indeterminate gender that whisper-gargled a comically velarized lingua 
franca and claimed (the sphygmomaniacal grip that guided my pen was 
clammy on my wrist; the breath that assailed my stubble-raped nape 
smelled of carrion and sour apricots) that its designated nomenclature 
s’écrit correctement “Asa Hlzts.” 
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I know a place 
 
I know a place of mysterious beauty; 
  of divine rapture. 
 A place where freedom is free 
  and feeling is true. 
 
I know a place where truth is truth 
  and nothing is hidden. 
 Where the importance of the One 
  is essential to the Whole. 
 
I know a place naked in silence 
  whenever you need, 
 and clothed in sound 
  whenever you want. 
 
I know a place where speech is unspoken 
  and thought is unbounded. 
 A place of dreams unbroken; 
  of fears unsounded. 
 
Gertrude, 1982 
 
 
Since our ancient Northern cosmognosy is ideally enseignée in a sanely 
idle environment, Enly, the “god of silence,” is so often “still.” Likewise, 
the so-called guṇas (“fibers of time”) are, to the initiated, the cycle of the 
seasons as assiduously delineated by generation upon generation of such 
poised “gods of silence” patiently observing the light and the night and 
the shadows and the whispers and the murmurs and the stones and the 
floods and the rains and the annual migrations of mammal, bird, and  
insect (I’m thinking in particular of our own recurrent Nymph Lady 
Silène [Papilio enkylistse Spitmarkx, 1841] “guided through the night” 
from her overwintering grounds in the volcanic badlands of Abenaseli 
across the Arathu Sea to some Elysian dell of high Mountain Fukari 
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country “by light from a distant star”) in a lunisolar carrousel synchrony 
of solstitial chevaux and equinoctial aetio-equineness and Venus’ triple 
amor. I trust, dear Papa, that the irony is not lost. 
 
 
Idle as Enly 
 
fibers of time intertwine 
the god of silence is still 
‘hush’ whispers the river 
‘now’ murmurs the stone 
 
in orbit about Polaris 
falling gradually now 
guided through the night 
by light from a distant star 
 
in the absence of 
and the presence of 
nothing and everything 
become something 
 
Gertrude, 1983 
 
 
The following untitled stretto of incipient textwork functions as an  
estival ur-proem I composed post-bachillerato one pure jour au bord de 
l’Arathu in the Innate Regality of Erautist North Texas (abbreviated 
INTEC in the native lingo) as I supinely moped effortlessly penning the 
prose rumors that all summer long in that house on Ca Road did not 
cease to assault me as I gobbled fresh exemplars of that exquisite variety 
of drupe, le pruneau d’Laumes, the region boasts of. Such was a typically 
prosaic mid-to-late-summer-early-autumn gras matin in Beulah after the 
slurry of wheels and horse dung of the company tumbril sent to cart my 
father off to field or office had roused me from dream. Afternoons were 
more lyrical as, despues de mon sieste almorzesque, me gustaba soler 
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caminar avant que mon père s’est rentré from his pedological escapades, 
broaching, if I dared, the public orifice of this or that seaside topchan, 
chaˀabran, or agore bar, there not only to ubriacar but to assiduously 
engage in such diligent textwork reposedly composed in recollection de 
tous ce que j’ai vu, lu, bu, cru, su, dû, mu, tu, etc., as my “Hills like a fall 
sky before evening” may be seen to subsume the quintessence of, hoping 
that by the time je suis rentré vers onze heures, he’d already be snoring 
off the bottle of slivovitz he’d consumed post-prandially and thus would 
I have evaded the sorts of perils que cette part maudite sloughed off  
beneath the repeated thrusts of and from the sensitive tip of my favorite 
textual tool and transformed through the laborious process of diligent 
textwork and thus transferred writhing and livid with the rich damson 
riakxrai of my own lexigenic lochia into such sardonic species of  
diligent textwork as mon “Premier sonnet” more than adequately attests 
to. By the autumnal conjunctivism I would have returned to the hetero-
lexical seclusion of my catachthonic bivouac chez ma mère where I 
would occasionally reanimate my eremetic bouts of diligent textwork 
with refreshingly post-baccalaureal excursions into the laboratories and 
lecture halls of the Gertrude Wells-Intrussyan Free Academy (GWIFA) 
where she and her fellow intertextual pariahs were and still are wont to 
torture their students with all the aversive ergatives, comitative pega-
tives, elative ablatives, illative allatives, and instrumental sublatives that 
the full partouze of pluricentric palavers que hablaban was armed with. 
Meanwhile I was still in Beulah dans mon lit de prose duveteuse where 
not only did I believe that my father’s repudiation of our ancient North-
ern cosmognosy and avowed uniastrianism was but a ruse to maximize 
the surplus value his pedological expertise enabled him to skim from the 
parched ammine faciès du pays antiphrastique that had welcomed him 
and a second of his fellow exiled tetrarchs but as I reached with my right 
hand out of the orgy of incipient textwork I was engaged in with my left 
for another avidly solferino Laume plum such thoughts were in mind as 
some sort of pneumochiral or manicarnic metempsychosis which bears 
no relation to any of the incipient, diligent, or marginal textwork now 
before you readers must have occurred since said deliciously texticulat-
ing southpaw produced the following wörterisches Nachleben of the long 
since destroyed incipit of what my delirious and redolently ichor-
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drenched mano diestra must have deemed a supreme fiction: “Nadir  
approaches zenith. Out of the distance crawl the new Gods, insouciant...” 
 
 
Untitled 
 
Then. Then you will know that now is not and you will know what it 

means when women say that you will be not nor they will not be 
you and them 

Then. Then the stars and planets and nebulae and suns and the little 
flowers blooming blooming dying and you will see that the sun does 
not belong to her nor him nor them nor us nor that they will 

Then. Then the oceans might part for your feet and you will lead and the 
oceans might sink down into the earth and the earth might spin fast 
fast and water fly off out into space and freeze and nothing will be 
left 

Then. Then maybe you will know what it means when they say that  
children cry not for what they want and that children know always 
what took you so long to 

Then. Then maybe the stars will be cool and blue and you might just 
succumb if only you might then but 

Then. Then you will be 
Then 
 
Beulah, 1984 
 
 
 





 

 

 
 
 

The Safely Waking Loam 
 

Récit écrit à Lutèce le quatorze tatane (Sainte Anne, pèlerine,  
énergumène) de l’an 128 EP, jour où commence  

mon trente-cinquième année sublunaire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First put out in the Summer-Fall 2002 issue of Ester Hesman’s  
The Meaner Side, « revue bilingue dont l’ambition est d’entasser  

Hemingway’s legacy of sere anthems of exile and sheer mean-streak  
envers les existentialistes même dans une seule masse thrénétique  

qui rase the menses of semen-haters everywhere, for, it is said,  
“whom art enmeshes, Seshet enmarbles” ». 





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
“But everyone not knowing enough wasn’t the only point; another was 
just not tricking up some neat script-story but taking power in process, 
other people’s ongoing energies and tying into them, that’s the way I ex-
press it but I got the idea from someone else and that’s appropriate too.” 

J. McElroy, Lookout Cartridge  
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A bride arrayed like a jester was springing towards me. Her embrace was 
of eight arms and at the ends of each were blooms of iris. She removed 
my bubbling stew of shame from my stove of passion in such a way as to 
insert purple corymbs where it had been. I was a form modeled perhaps 
on the sheathed stems which sufficed her to toy with. I could not dispel 
the monsters of mimicry that palmed me off to the charade of her coming 
near me when I was dreaming that dream that still haunts me.1 It was  
the first time that I thought she was fully mine2 and her full weight was 
bearing down on me with open eyes but the spit was rising in my throat 
as it chokes me now. Did I fall hard? I think I must have been a sort of 
wrathful salvation for her. I was that very bouquet she flung toward me 
and I was thrashing as I fell.  
 
  

                                                        
1 Till I was five, I could always chase a nightmare by dreaming a bride arrayed in white. 
The star-capped jester springing from his box to choke me was checked by a tossed  
bouquet, his eight arms blunted into harmless blooms of marigold, primrose and iris. A 
gaggle of witches removed my spleen and stirred it into bubbling stew. Before shock of 
loss gave way to rage, my bride restored me; purple corymbs blossomed where hags had 
been. I never saw her face; her soft form, modeled on my sister’s, perhaps, sheathed in 
diaphanous lace, sufficed, with its trite nearness, to dispel the rarer, more horrible  
monsters of my nights. Or was she mimic of my mother? She was nowhere near when  
I woke to a dream that haunts me, now, when my bride returns from bar, drunk, and  
reeking of tobacco. It felt so voluptuous, at first, that heavy body crushing mine. Weight 
soon stole air from sleep, and open eyes, now, still saw only dark. Spit chokes fright: this 
is my oldest brother, drunk, and reeking of tobacco, slobbering his mouth on mine. My 
bride did not appear. Black stayed black, hard and smothering. Where was her wrathful 
salvation? Where, her bright bouquet flung like a spear? Anger flashed in me, and flashes 
still: arms and legs thrash rampant at my own foul memory; wild quivers of singing  
arrows. A lighter love, and never angered: could there be such trembling in it?  
2 At three a.m., for some reason he can’t remember, he had to dump a bucket of ice out 
the window. Across the street, hers too was wide open, and she was in it, fucking, tits flat 
against sill, a splay of arms and fists against the window’s frame. Some lucky bastard, he 
thought, is taking her from behind.  
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Lundi : I 
 
I and the world are separate.  
The world is not outside me.  
I am not inside the world.  
Not is an eye that opens inside the world.  
The eye is inside the world and has the world inside it.  
The world inside the eye is the body.  
I am not inside the world.  
The body is not outside me.  
I and the body are separate.  
Separate is time that touches inside the body.  
Time is inside the body and has the body inside it.  
The body inside time is pain.  
Pain is not outside me.  
I am not inside pain.  
I and pain are separate.  
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Loaded full of someone else’s champagne at someone else’s wedding, 
let’s say hers. That’s one pissed way to keep3 from getting a spray of 
cake from anyone who might have laughed too vigorously. What else 
could you do to distract their eyes from scenes of public hilarity but by 
passing out on the nickel-plated bar. And you thought that kids like these 
could only be bought next door. That’s no scaredy-cat way to exit a party 
running barefoot, now, is it? The furthest thing from all those giggles you 
were imagining must have been all the fun you thought you’d have  
despite the awkward leggy swings you took trouncing up the spiral steps 
with her voice echoing behind you just a measure too late. My nose is 
oily, could you excuse me? Coming back to the tent I was afraid to find 
her naked or at least giving birth to those sensations of voluptuous  
power4 she so often pressed upon my milder sensibilities by breaking out 
of character and forgetting about the pain medication she’d need to have 
sprayed on her back afterwards. I was laughing but not like she thought I 
was or not in the way she wished she had shaped what I did to it so that it 
would hit me knowing as you do why she makes me so nervous always.  
 
  

                                                        
3 Till I was ten, giggling was the most loaded response to the sight of a penis, mine or 
someone else’s. One old man, I remember, pissed from a warty hose a sprinkler spray of 
click-timed waving. We all laughed. To avoid such displays of public hilarity, and the 
nickel and dime poll tax of pay toilets, kids like us would crawl beneath the door. 
Scaredy-cat snickers and mass exit running. Whose piss could arc furthest from bank to 
stream? Never mine. Giggles all around. Camping out was fun, despite the familiar worry 
(see below). Time, my bride, clicks and swings spiral imitation; fugal voice, a fifth higher 
and a measure later, repeats, repeats, repeats: my nose pressed into musty oily tent floor 
canvas, all else too afraid to know, balk or not strip naked; to move despite the strange 
sensations of pressure, warmth and pain that pressed my nose to canvas, pressed giggles 
out of me forever: that strange pain sprayed sticky smelly warmth on my back. I was a 
girl but not laughing like a girl; I was a girl but not shaped like a girl. My penis, did it 
spray, too? I don’t know. I don’t know why I wrote: “giggles pressed out of me forever.” 
I’m always nervous, always grinning with fear, shy form marred by the recursive 
memory of being raped by my brother. A braver love, and never defiled: could there be 
such passion in it?  
4 She watched them climb the garden fence. It was not late yet, they were not her  
neighbors, and she knew what they were going to do. Beneath the fig tree were two white 
plastic deck chairs in which, somehow, they would arrange their limbs and fuck.  
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Mardi : The world 
 
I and the world are separate and the eye separates me from the world.  
The eye is inside the world and has the world inside it.  
The world inside the eye is the body.  
I and the eye are separate and the body separates me from the world.  
The body is inside the world and has the world inside it.  
The world inside the body is time.  
I and the body are separate and time separates me from the world.  
Time is inside the world and has the world inside it.  
The world inside time is pain.  
I and time are separate and pain separates me from the world.  
Pain is inside the world and has the world inside it.  
I am the world inside pain.  
I and the world are separate.  
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One could almost say that the stain bound us both to mutually reinforcing 
cycles of tears. However, I read lately that to overcome a weakness 
which might bare your true self, one should abide by such acrid wetness.5 
Don’t approach too near to it, though, nor wander too far away from it, 
for it is said that the safely waking loam sleeps in shame. I thought that 
was a flaw I’d outgrown while waiting backstage for the unbidden cue to 
pounce on her performance with my voice drooling praise and a rose 
stem in my bared teeth but I realized that I’d been abandoned and that 
your act or hers was as unripe as mine and no curtain would ever crash 
down on our show’s acclaim.6 Still, it’s not as though either of us were 
incapable of dramatic exertion or that our plot was totally unplanned. 
The action falters like clockwork that trips out of sync only because no 
one bothered to wind it. It’s not that there are any flawed parts in it or 
that any snares lie in wait to snatch our newly fledged nestlings and lay 
waste to our whole ecology. But, I mean, what flight would you charter 
to take you to your most perfect vision of the tropics?   

                                                        
5 Till I was fifteen, I wet my bed almost nightly. That saffron stain bound me friendless to 
unshared cycles of loathing, poetry and tears. (Cause may be gleaned from what’s said 
above.) I wrote to hide, not show; I read to remain at home with my weakness which 
travel would surely reveal by failed vigil and spreading acrid wetness. Hence my furtive 
approach to love: I waited. I waited for the limpid embrace of safely waking without need 
to root out loam in which to bury my cold shame. I waited to laugh away that flaw,  
outgrown, but winking yet backstage, unbidden jester ready to pounce on any bedroom 
performance with a wince and a wilt of drooling stem curtailed, the act abandoned, unripe 
fruit dropped with prompt curtain-crash. Still stained and striped my body is, though 
mind may clear it with exertion or innocent dalliance unplanned. The scene is set but 
swift the action falters, threads unravel, clockwork trips and sticks and stumbles out of 
sync. Any toy I fashion is flawed, any course I take is primed with snares and dissolves 
into trackless waste. What vessel could I shape or charter to give or take me to perfect 
tropics abundant with warmth, friendship, pride, strength? That land does not exist. The 
boat leaks, the vase cracks, memory crumbles in anticipation. A stronger love, and never 
ashamed: could there be such grandeur in it?  
6 His deck overlooked her bedroom window, directly beneath which, he knew, was her 
bed, queen-sized, covered with an Indian tapestry. Tonight, her blinds were raised, her 
lace curtains drawn aside, the bedroom lights ablaze, and he watched her fall back naked 
on the bed, drawing a large, hairy-backed man on top of her. For what seemed to him a 
superhumanly long time, and without changing position, the back moved in a manner he 
knew to be that of fucking. At last it gave way and ventured out of sight. He watched as 
she finished herself off by hand.  
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Mercredi : The eye 
 
I am not inside the world.  
The world is not outside me.  
I and the world are separate.  
Separate is time that touches inside the body.  
The body is not outside me.  
Outside is the eye that opens inside the world.  
The world is not outside me.  
The eye and the world are not separate.  
Not is pain that closes inside the eye.  
The eye is not outside me.  
I am not inside the eye.  
Inside is the world that approaches me.  
I and the world are separate.  
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Thanks for having us over and helping us get through it by shining light 
on the consecration or absolution of that passion we’d leapt from so 
many times before into the eternal bliss of passing out in each other’s 
arms. We’d thought that the real last try would be an option for us but 
now that we’re back from it with no skin off our backs7 we have more 
wisdom to spread around. Let someone tell us that it’s wrong to have 
one’s mind’s eye already focused on something else such as whether 
consciousness is a sham or not or whether it is at all without having to 
ask for once what every child’s sex is before it’s born. I came crashing 
down against earth’s atmosphere and she was some gash cut into an  
island’s lagoon as if she had been born sun-bright from the sundering 
depths of it. No diamond can withstand a star’s inferno, nor mind a 
woman’s. What’s to be done first? I skip a flat stone across the waves 
turbid with life. This is not someone else, mind you, this is me the  
continuously carefree and afoot coming back from parts unknown8 and 
waking this morning on a beach built from a scar of rain forest.   

                                                        
7 Till I was twenty, I was waiting for consciousness to wash over, through me, a pure kiss 
of waking light, consecration by woman’s lips, absolution through shared tears, passion, a 
cliff-top picnic from which we’d leap, hand in hand, into eternal bliss. That spectral 
world was never born. Co-author of nine abortions, everything I’ve loved I’ve destroyed. 
Every relationship ends after nine months of empty conception. Real pregnancy comes 
late: nature’s last try to wrench a perverse option from spirit’s clumsy grasp and give it 
back to soul’s more ancient wisdom. (Let me define my terms: spirit is mind’s veneer; 
soul, everything else; consciousness, not quite a hollow sham, is a vain orchid, as every 
child and martyr knows: it dies for sex, not love.) I woke to waves crashing against liquid 
rock spewed from earth-gash; in barbed ocean a new island born of hissing steam and a 
sun-bright sundering of surface and depth. Diamond forms from ash; gold grows in star’s 
inferno, fathomless to mind. What’s it matter who betrayed whom first? I was myself 
both sea and stone, turbid with minerals, seething with life. Infinite worlds pollute me; 
the jester springs continuously from his box; dream is equal parts waking and nightmare 
and memory built of blossom, blood, pain and scar. A purer love, and never betrayed: 
could there be such beauty in it?  
8 A woman was taking a shower. It was five in the morning, and this woman, she knew, 
worked in the hospital down the street. What she hadn’t known before, however, was 
how admirable this woman’s breasts were. Through the narrow bathroom window, 
through the incongruously unfogged glass of the shower stall, she watched this woman as 
she soaped her body, paying particular attention to the breasts, the punctuated nipples of 
which were pink. A second woman, naked, entered the bathroom, drew aside the sash of 
the shower stall, and closed it behind her. This, too, she had not known before. She 
watched the glass fog. Contrary to any definitions of the word she had hitherto been 
aware of, this couple, she knew, was, miraculously, fucking.  
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Jeudi : Clinamen 
 

“On a hill I stood; overlooking: Observing:  
Past present future spread out before me:  
Not separate but one.”  

 
Three pairs of oblique, informal, yet nevetheless resolute strokes, drawn 
northwest to southeast in a soft blue indelible felt tip pen, score the above 
cited tercet of incipient, or marginal incipient, textwork that occupies the 
very heart of a dactylographed feuille jaunie dont l’oubli, l’obliteration, 
la biffure même from conscious memory function(s) as a schizomythic 
oospore around which it has drawn to itself a nourishing stromal patch-
work quilt of maturer subject matter that, though staid compared to what 
you readers of Hester Esman’s The Meaner Side typically excoriate your 
senses upon in that organ, said editrice thereof deemed suitable enough 
to put out for in the issue following hard upon my thirty-fifth birthday, to 
celebrate which I wrote the stuff, steeped as I was with a recent, select, 
and very intense reading of the Appalachian conjunctivists as well  
as feeling that it was high time I tamed by means of the shimmering  
versatility of diligent textwork — in the chimeric medoid of the tetradic 
structure of the iterative litany of which the eternally vernal imposture of 
self may be imagined to frisk and prance and chub about like a fully 
masked and costumed ritualist indomitably pursuing, through the fancy-
footwork and taboo-defying rhythms of the dance, the cathartic colature 
of be(com)ing — various of my oral speculations anent the emergence 
and embodiment of time from and in the organic (precisely, in other 
words, what Lamarck dubbed the orgasmic) resistance to entropy, not  
to mention bringing to fruition the lexical ecological pépins and the  
heteroclitical noyaux of rhesophrenic dissociation as well as the savage 
sociophysiological baies gleaned here and there, in Lutèce and Owlstain, 
primarily, but also I should emphasize that my brother, alias Victor K. 
Strigil, is no stand-in, despite the insistence of malevolent wags (soient 
frîtes ces langues ennuyeuses!), for either me or my nom de plume, M. S. 
Litarn.  
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Item: a dose of social indulgence I begged from the dull pebble bed.  
I drove by it on the way to watch wildfires pock the stream with ash.  
Adduce that not unrelated to its heft, polish, and grain, the boon I there 
obtained will tide me over till I return. It is in it that I will have sealed 
this cauldron of envelopes. It, too, wobbled when I walked. It was as na-
ked under its gown as I was when I kneeled and saw myself slicing from 
it snapshots, notebooks, letters, gifts. I sliced the desk of its containment 
too. That leaded crystal of its hide, notice, consists of dangling panicles9 
of plum as bright as the most impressive geode the scurf of which I can 
use to appease the guitar-wielding guardians of the terrace10 wherein 
dwells the goddess of the night’s beacon you might be tempted to call 
her. I should say that that clinches the deal but with other merchants I 
might also have bartered. Am I not the coven of all? Or is it that I have 
become the coven of none? Here you will find beer for borrowing and 
music for measure.  
  

                                                        
9 Till I was twenty-five that fraction of self devoted to social indulgence remained 
trapped in a dull pebble gleaned from a dry stream bed. By turns, flashflood whirlpools 
would grind it to a perfect sphere, and wildfires pock it with whelks and blains. (I adduce 
that this situation is not unrelated to that which obtained till I was fifteen.) I used it, that 
pebble, as a paperweight: sealed cauldron crushing torn envelopes. Too light for its size, 
though, it wobbled. Naked, in a dark room, I kneeled slicing the shy mirrors of snapshots, 
notebooks, poems, journals, letters, gifts of books and clothes. Such storm when I sliced 
my thighs knocked pebble from desk. That pebble shattered into crystal panicles of cro-
cus and plum, bright innards of a precious geode the shards of which I was able to pawn 
for a chat with a guitar-wielding jester on the terrace of a cafe where the pale goddess of 
nicotine became my night’s beacon. Various bar-room clinches with midnight witches 
were also bartered for. “The hour in which I am is fragment of the hour which I become,” 
proclaimed one of that coven. “Here,” I said, hunched over my beer and pointing to my 
scars, “is music for your sabbat, stave and measure of nuptial communion, memory made 
flesh of raw debauchery.” A nobler love, and never abased: could there be such carriage 
in it?  
10 In a soft low club chair upholstered in yellow velvet, placed at an angle between two 
overburdened bookshelves, a naked woman was squatting atop a naked man. He admired 
her viola-form from hip to shoulder; the dimples in the small of her back. The dogs, too, 
wanted to come out onto the deck and watch. No, no, don’t let them out, it’s too hot. His 
wife wanted to come out and help. No, it’s all right, I’ve just finished watering the basil, 
I’m almost done. Stepping back into the chill of his house he thought, “Fuck, that couple 
doesn’t use air-conditioning.”  
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Vendredi : The body 
 
From outside the body the eye opens into pain.  
Time is the world that touches the body.  
Time and the world are not separate from the eye that opens into pain.  
Pain and the world are not separate from the body that approaches me.  
The world inside the body is time.  
Inside the body time touches and is separate.  
I and the world are separate.  
Pain and the body are not separate from the world that approaches me.  
Approach is inside the world.  
The body and the world are not separate from the pain that touches me.  
Touch is time pain the eye the body the world approaches.  
The eye and the world are not separate from the body that closes.  
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Was anyone ever capable of finding starlings that sing the moon which 
makes the plumed cloud blossom? Those porno films we made still slide 
a lay of geese.11 The delta is calling with the sails so polite and the  
willow so complete at dawn. Two reproductions by Paul Klee hang 
above the thick muddy clot12 I let fall after stumbling up the spiral stair-
case. There’s a storm in the Gulf on whose sands we squatted and 
watched a solar eclipse erase the shadows we cast. Shells wink from the 
turf of seaweed and what you taught me was already inside the whorl of 
what the crow pecked out. A corrupt captain’s in the hold and on the 
ant’s ocellus the aroma still clings or transforms the drop to cloud too 
quickly and the arrowed wind evaporates the blood beneath our dream.  
 
  

                                                        
11 Till I was thirty, I thought that home was what I’d despaired of ever finding. A place 
where ruffled starlings sing at three am, and full moon makes irid angel wings of gray 
plumed cloud. Across screen of eye two films slide counter to each other: blue lay of 
stars; black line of honking geese. The tarry scent of nearby delta; the desperate sob of 
lowered sails; polite applause of elm and willow complete that bend of stream at dawn. 
Two paintings, a Gerrit Dou, a Paul Klee (textured reproductions), hang above the yellow 
bed of a nine-year-old dead of leukemia, or first-love dead of a fluke blood clot after 
falling down a spiral staircase. Adrift in the bitter gulf on that sidewalk where I squatted 
and cried, I watched a partial solar eclipse in the crescent shadows cast by locust leaves. 
Two green snail shells wink from the frame of mottled turf. And a beautiful woman  
who taught me to kiss was rotting inside of cancer. I’d been searching in vain. Corrupt or 
vibrant, home coils in on itself, contracts when stung by ant or parasitic wasp, transforms 
to writhing burst of membrane, pearled cloud quickly tracing feast for swifts and arrowed 
martins on sheer ground of wind. Beneath purple vaults of sky dream prances pied a reel 
of memory unspooling dense refluent time. A surer love, and never unmoored: could 
there be such compass in it?  
12 They were going at it against a horse trailer parked near the corral; the hostel wasn’t 
too far away; she’d seen it all before: he who went first would take the other in  
his mouth, if such was necessary. “Where horses fuck,” she thought, “people follow, 
especially when they’re drunk.”  
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Samedi : Time 
 
From inside time the body closes to touch the world.  
I am not inside the world.  
Inside is the world that approaches me.  
Outside is the body that opens into pain.  
Time is the body that closes into pain.  
I and pain are separate.  
I and pain are not separate.  
Separate is the eye that closes.  
I the world the eye time pain close outside the body.  
Time and the world are not separate from the body that opens into pain.  
I open inside time the world the body pain.  
I and the world are separate.  
The world is not outside me.  
Outside is the eye that separates me from the world.  
Separate is the eye that opens inside the world.  
Separate is the body that closes inside pain.  
Separate is time that touches inside the body.  
Separate is pain that approaches inside the world.  
I and the world are separate.  
Separate is time that closes pain.  
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From my tailored wardrobe I chose the costume I find invariable for such 
occasions of worsted flannel and silk unweaved from the wild moth 
unspun.13 I dared not don nor did I not dare provocative combinatorics of 
geometry, of texture, and of words for functions so supple as hers within 
the frame of her toe in its goatskin sandal. Those bounds of leather we 
must learn from another. My word, how your Cardin grows such plump 
puns, my dear, and it’s obvious that so many pin-striped cigarettes are 
simply so many goblins and witches watching one’s childhood go up in 
smoke. A wicked silhouette14 presaged the medusa bloom of her face, 
and sapphire bouquet her envy and wrath.  
 
  

                                                        
13 Till I was thirty-five, the fabric tailored to fashion my wardrobe I perceived as invaria-
ble. Worsted, linen, cashmere, flannel, silk, tweed — all, I learned, could be unweaved, 
unspun, unbonded. Self could don not just the staid combinatorics of cut and cloth — 
geometry of web and stitch could be changed; texture and style rethought. The sense of 
words, for example, became as supple — within bounds, of course — as the frame of 
syntax that chained them head to toe in speech and text. To expand those bounds, try 
talking to a stranger; learn another language. Height of word grows proportional to gloss 
and pun and novel context. Obvious to you, perhaps; not me. Thus was that striped jester 
tamed by cigarettes and song. There still awaited witches to be harried by my childhood 
dream. Satori recapitulates ontogeny, I discovered. A horned owl’s auspicious silhouette 
presaged my bride’s return in face and form: Shirazi eyes of sapphire and gold which 
Venus would envy; nose and mouth rare goddesses repeat from Ur to Athens, Norlia to 
Upper Engush. Her scar-dimpled chin quivers and glows through a veil of pleasure edged 
in broad strokes of paint-bristled striations of hair brushed light and dark: thick-plunging 
memory of absence, loss, release, rejoice. A wiser love, and never obscure: could there be 
such knowledge in it?  
14 He couldn’t believe so many positions were possible. She went down on him, he went 
down on her, each went down on each according to the sign of the Crab. They awkwardly 
managed to put each other’s nipples into their mouths. Then his back she did vigorously 
hump, and hers he slowly rode, then, supine, he allowed her to straddle him ventro-
ventrally, ventro-dorsally, dorso-ventrally, and, somehow, dorso-dorsally. Most shocking 
of all, however, was a position almost impossible to describe, but from which, he could 
see, they both derived immense satisfaction: in the manner of a patient awaiting speculum 
or curette, she raised high and wide her knees, and he, in the manner of a monkey explor-
ing a tight mineshaft, squatted to lock his tail into hers, his face pressed into the foot of 
the mattress he could see from his kitchen window, a secret perk his landlord had failed 
to point out when showing him this, his first apartment in the city. Thankfully, however, 
they then fucked for a while in standard style, then he kneeled and she enveloped him, 
then he lay back and gave birth to her from between his outspread thighs.  
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Soldi : Pain 
 
The eye and the body are separate.  
The eye and the body are inside the world.  
The world inside the eye is the body.  
The body inside the world is time.  
The eye inside time is pain.  
Pain and time are not separate.  
Pain is not outside me.  
Outside the world I open into pain.  
The body is pain that touches the world.  
I am not inside the world.  
Time pain the world the eye approach the body.  
I and the body are separate.  
Inside the eye the body closes.  
Approach is inside the world.  
Close is I the world the eye the body time inside pain.  
Pain closes the world.  
I and the world are separate.  
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COMPOSED during my first Parisian séjour, autumn of 1993, in my 
chambre de bonne aux combles du numéro 273 de la rue des Pyrénées in 
that city’s sector surréaliste. You will notice that I’ve deftly managed to 
refouler my prime specimen of Gallic textwork with l’enjambement of 
the phenomenological flux des choses revécues dans et par la mémoire 
(despite the extreme bibulosity and the small groping experiments  
we conducted in nocturnal naturism, the largely diestral souvenirs I still 
retain of those nights find it difficult to give a face to, let alone name, 
“ces amants”) avec the etymological uncertainty of the Flouzianian  
capital’s nom propre et historique: is it derived, as the flouzophones 
would have it, from the hearty “aux étangs!” the region’s rowdy coureurs 
de bois are said to have shouted faute de mieux? or from the more staid 
“New Owen City” later exiles and immigrants supposedly baptized their 
utopian coin of the Appalachik ghetto with? Its true derivation, of course, 
stems from the Sihlaucal (Coast Fukari) olnziiankta, ‘river-mouth big 
town’, but that is by the by.  
 
 
Sonnet impair d’Owlstain n° 1 
 
Je me souviens des nuits aux étangs  
nacrés par des lunes pleines  
ou noircis par des lunes nouvelles  
 
Je me souviens des balcons à l’aube  
près du bois de cerisiers sauvages  
où, assis sur des divans moisis  
on buvait encore du vodka  
parfumé par un grenadier en fleur  
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Je me souviens du froissement  
du papier à cigarettes entre mes doigts  
et ensuite la crépitation des tiges grillés  
 
Je me souviens que l’eau faisait moins froid  
que le vent contre mon corps ouvert à la nuit  
 
Je me souviens que parmis tous ces amis  
tous ces amants, j’étais bafoué, seul, honni1  
 
Lutèce, 1993  
 
 
With divorce proceedings proceeding apace on both sides of the Arathu, 
I was forced to curtail mes recherches gallofranchichiques and return to 
Owlstain in the early summer of 1994; there I learned that J (for whom 
this élégie nonpareille is in memoriam), a fellow former inmate of 
GWIFA, had been among the hapless Yazdehan, Huerta-Fukari, and 
Tixputana resistance fighters whose plan to retake Black Yurt from  
the Intrussyans had failed so pathetically. Just after dawn on the winter 
solstice, the freedom fighters, disguised as migrant glaneuses, had 
crossed into the Arist suzerainty simultaneously from the Flouzianian, 
New Lexican, and Wyoming sides of the border and apparently made 
their way down through the ancient terraced glebelands of Tulpuyauor, 
intent on joining up with their distaff comrades-in-arms who had earlier 
infiltrated several of the dockside lupanares. Treachery and inclement 
weather, however, put paid to those tactics, as the diligent reader will 
glean from any of the usual sources whose more intrepid details have 
informed, naturally, my elegiacal textwork. A fortnight after being 

                                                        
1 I remember those nights among the tarns / pearled by the full moon’s reflection / or 
blackened by the new // I remember those balconies / near where the wild cherries grew / 
and where, couched on moldy divans / you’d find us still drinking at dawn from a bottle 
of country hooch / perfumed with pomegranate blossoms // I remember the froissement / 
of cigarette paper between my fingers as I rolled / and then the crepitation as it burned // I 
remember that my naked body felt colder / in the wind than in the water // I remember 
that among all those so-called “friends” / those soi-disant “lovers,” I felt scorned, 
ashamed, alone.  
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wounded and captured during the intense fighting that took place in the 
northeastern suburbs, my friend died ignominiously from gangrene and 
repeated exposure in one of the aforementioned taules, which had been 
converted by Saliba’s Galoots into a cachot de fortune.  
 
 
Sonnet plaintif n° 1 
 
Je suis le jus sur lie opale  
gisant dans les bulles de raisins  
où brûlent les filaments du soleil  
 
Je suis le jeu lié au matin  
des brumes où patauge la patte-d’oie  
des rues pâtissantes sous la pluie  
 
Je suis je joug liseré des liasses  
de cartouches lovées sur les poitrines  
des soldats travestis en terre à patin  
 
Je suis les pas du vent lumineux  
sur la piste gommable des chemins brisés  
où je suis encore le joyau  
 
des joues voilées où volent toujours  
la neige le milan et la nuit2  
 
Owlstain, 1994  
 
  

                                                        
2 I am the juice on the opal lees / asprawl in the intumescent grapes / where burn the 
sun’s filaments // I am the morning-bound game / of fog and war where limps the goose-
foot / of streets demulcing in the rain // I am the yoke trimmed with wads / of cartridges 
wound round the chests / of transvestite soldiers slipping in the icy mud // I am the foot-
prints of the luminous wind / on the erasable track of broken trails / where I am still the 
jewel // of veiled cheeks where always the snow / soars on the kite-wings of night.  
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She was one of those choice, fey, insidiously charming creatures  
inhabiting the entrancingly mirrored medoid among the rosy rookbeds 
and bewitched bucolic something of an enchanted island a bigger,  
more respectable, more competent authority on the subject than I has 
characterized as “nymphic (that is, demoniac).” Although I naively  
believed the ceremony to be all in good clean sociophysiological fun on 
the Playground of Taboo, and not legally or morally binding in any 
known municipality or universe fictive or otherwise, I dutifully, even 
heartily, consummated our mock vows of love, devotion, and etc. some-
time avant la madrugada du St. Sein, tautologue, c’est-à-dire, le jour J  
de l’année zéro de l’Ère Sociophysiologique même at which Bernard 
Vighdan, the numero uno of our founding faculty’s sestina of polylexical 
exiles, authoritatively mantled in a particolored Mountain Fukari  
Tlaatlata serape of antlion silk, had officiated. Yet the ticklish agate-
eyed kitten (her pert rump and smooth ardent mound, I recall, had been 
swathed in avidly peeled off perhaps even friable cotton fabric printed 
with a savage ailurian theme that left behind a fulgurous afterimage  
on her diligent caramel-and-honey-hued hips, and her negligible choli 
mercifully unlatched in front) had not only the ensanguined evidence of 
her own deflowered infatuation to back up her carnal claim on me, but 
the claws of the Owlstain judicatory itself which, when confronted by  
the summoned minyan with its nonce magus that had been privy to the 
previous evening’s instaurational débauche, duly ruled the ménage à 
propos, and incised our mutual cognomina into the city’s tabula matri-
monialis, whereupon the town-crier, with a hymeneal yelp, transmuted 
ex post facto our quondamly undeclaimed banns into the public nuptials 
of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. and Maryam née Ravigiallo put author’s  
name here. I found myself, thus, legally obliged to ravish, at an almost 
ultradian frequency during the dipsomaniacal “peaks” of our passion 
(dont le lieu, souvent, was precisely that hutch sous le pont El-Achim où 
cria mon édifiant enfant), a wistful, lithe, tawny-coated, raven-haired, 
exquisite, poignant being whom the clear light of day, despite all the  
professional wiles she deployed at night (e.g., my “Sonnet impair 
d’Owlstain n° 1”), revealed to be but a child — whose, I’ve never been 
quite sure of. Nor am I not quite sure anent this diligent rime argile’s 
originary motivations (ibtida ra), but the need to supplement the many 
times daily clitalytical divastigations of my novatory novia (an utterly 
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annulled yet still rather fraught Tetrastic memory by the time the Parisian 
present of the poem's composition, spring 1995, a eu lieu) with some  
dialectical investigations and, as the title indicates, downright plagiaries 
(Westermarck, Sirine, Lefebvre, Lassalle, Fraser, Briffault, etc.), of the 
political economy (PE) of marriage must surely have been one of them.  
 
 
Sonnet volé n° 1 
 
D’abord la notion de plan économique  
à l’abri de la novation du planning  
écotoxique absolument numérique  
planté effectivement du même acabit.  
 
Aussitôt la pensée bute contre un obstacle  
autant que la pente butte à contresens  
obstinément avant la perçante bâcle  
en contrevenant l’aveugle obéissance.  
 
Ensuite on met l’accent sur cette théorie  
entendue, meublée d’accessoires sûrs  
théoriquement, mais entièrement meurtrie  
par les accidents tiers de l’autocensure.  
 
Nous voyons poindre à l’horizon un problème:  
nous venons de pointer d’horreur un théorème.3  
 
Lutèce, 1995  
 
  

                                                        
3 At first the vague notion of an economic / plan safe from innovation’s toxic marplot / to 
quantify ecology absolutely / and cut all, as it were, from the same cloth. // But as soon as 
thought butts up against an obstacle, / the slope moils so perversely / obstinate before the 
sharp strut, / that it contravenes blind obedience. // And then one emphasizes that theory, 
/ sensible, decked out with theoretical / certainty, but entirely eviscerated / by third-party 
accidents of autocensure. // At the horizon we watch a problem appear: / we recoil from 
that theorem in horror.  
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Given the handsome proliferation of semen she traduced her endemic 
noria with, imbibed with her every sphincter and orifice, common socio-
physiological sense predicted that all those mucose homunculi would 
make an emic inroad into her demoniac irrepressibility, and, in time, 
tame her sensual exuberance with a more gravid, less receptive torpor. 
Fortunately, some other cunt’s halo (the picturesque Anglo-Saxonic of 
the construction aspires less to shock than to reek evocatively uncouth) 
— specifically, that of the ironic dame, the nomadic reine à rance idiome 
who’d anointed my youthful scepter in Agua Prieta some years prior 
(vid., e.g., my “Ars poetica,” my “Sonnet n° 2”) — emerged from the 
cyetic shadows to seat, with diligent unrivaled mahout- and mouthcraft, 
my unrequited thurl’s ache on top of and inside as well as athwart  
her cuneal troth’s howdah, or something like that. Meanwhile, I was  
extracting from ce livre exquis écrit par the Poldevian prince Miano 
Driec (to whom I dedicate this perfectly pair specimen of rime argile),  
A Dictionary of Okiao, quelque bons mots which schizomythically  
assembled themselves, along with a brain-wrenching quiver of shrieking 
memories continuously reenacting the ballochorous gusto with which our 
depraved bouncing bambino smeared with lochia-clotted vernix caseosa 
and trailing an alien fourre-tout dehisced my beloved, my estranged, my 
never-again-to-be-nulliparous darling’s maiden coir, into the textwork in 
question some years after I’d managed to extricate myself from the dire 
anomic partouze our triadic nemo de domo sua extrahi debet had  
devolved into and find asylum in my current serena domicilia at 23 villa 
Ballu in the city’s barrio literario.  
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Nerval Imposture (I) : El Descosido 
 
Je suis l’unique toxophile exilé,  
Le prince poldève à l’atout abattu:  
Ma seule étoupe est moite, et mon lut huilé  
Pose le sol nul sous le mâle pattu.  
 
Dans le nid d’étuve où tu m’as effilé,  
Me rendant pause dans la mer Arathu,  
La flèche perçait tant à mon coin filé,  
Et la trame ouvrait pan au rat courbatu.  
 
Suis-je l’amont de l’El? Ou l’aval de l’Os?  
Ma source se rugit encore du bruit:  
J’ai ravi la grue, et j’ai nargué le fruit...  
 
Et j’ai, au fond vaincu, travesti l’Éros:  
Modelant, tourmenté, le lis de l’oracle,  
Son appât d’anse, et ses crins du réceptacle.4  
 
Lutèce, 1996  
 
  

                                                        
4 I am the toxophile uniquely exiled, / the Poldevian prince of squandered asset: / my 
only oakum is damp, and my grume, oiled, / sticks the fool glebe under the megapode 
pet. // In the brood-nest where you had me stropped, uncoiled, / making me take pause in 
the Arathu Sea, / the arrow pierced so deep into my engrailed / crotch, that the loose plot 
snared the insipid beast. // Should I trace the El upstream? Or down, the Os? / My source 
is still gurgling like a growling stoup: / I ravished the crane, and I flouted the drupe... // 
And I, seduced at heart, perverted Eros: / molding, tormented, the oracle’s lily, / its  
antrum’s thrall, its receptacle’s villi.  
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Like a satyr-loined poilu — vert, armé, snobinard — at large in the  
tropical decadence of the most luxurious of maisons closes, my gallo-
phone textwork tautly tents the ample pleats of the Appalachik plus-fours 
I more commonly clothe the diligent corps nu of my terse northern âme 
with. Hence, this author’s reputation for being all too parsimonious in 
person but utterly prolific, perhaps even profligate, in the preterite tense. 
Yet passion, as Ouida’s alias Ada says, will not wait. And it’s precisely 
to the sweaty sessions of heat-erautist anti-therapy (which the sodality’s 
acronymic parlance more swiftly conveys with the monosyllabic, HEAT) 
I first engaged in with Dr. I. H. Gryx, rue Brine in the 12th, following my 
medusal exodus from Owlstain that I owe my ability to engage, not only 
more spontaneously with the aforementioned bonny binioutiste of 
Romer’s Samba I’ve recently scrimmaged most marvelously with (par 
exemple, dans les marges of my prophetic “Sun Sulta : Treachery”), but 
also more deftly with the argillaceous muck of myth, memory, et les 
mots qui les expriment in the pliable verse-pots of the clay-rhyme son-
nets after Gérard de Nerval of which this is the second I’ve been able to 
throw, shape, glaze, and fire in the fantastical ouvroir of my poetastical 
pouvoir à me mettre dans les bottes et les grottes et les mottes et  
les crottes et les chiottes et les maillottes et les cocottes et bien sûr les 
fillottes d’autrui which is the veritable peak-stone (agore bar) of sensate 
hermeneutics!  
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Nerval Imposture (II) : La Rime argile 
 
Tu me perces, tu me lèses, docteur Gryx,  
Avec ton pavois liant, soit maniable  
Même au frottage inouï, clastique, pliable  
Des raies saillies avec l’arc de ma cervix!  
 
Dans ma croupe aussi tu avais mis l’hélix  
D’analyse de ton ouïe conciliable,  
Et m’avais doigté de l’allure oubliable,  
Car ta musse m’a fait un enfant du Styx.  
 
Je me sens depuis comme une source ouverte  
Où tu me lèches, tu me pinces au strigile  
Des sentences ascèses, de la langue verte...  
 
Tu m’avais initié à la rime argile,  
Docteur Gryx, afin que mon âpre vigile  
Unit le mythe à la phrase découverte!5  
 
Lutèce, 1997  
 
  

                                                        
5 You pierce me, you wound me, Dr. I. H. Gryx, / with the lithe and oh so limber  
bulwark’s cut / across the wondrous, pliable, clastic rut / of your bulging veins and my 
gaping cervix! // You sounded my nates with the otic helix / of your analytical grace’s 
gamut, / and effaced with your digits my glum input: / your lacuna made me a child  
of the Styx. // Since then I feel like a playtoy of remorse / flayed and excoriated by the 
strigil / of your stern sentences, your spry lingo’s force... / You inducted me into the 
rhyme argil, / Doctor Gryx, in order that my harsh vigil / bind timorous myth to the found 
word’s hard source!  
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It somehow transpired that my estranged senior wife’s estranged co-wife 
Maryam was and still is the niece of the former, Renata, and both were 
and still are cousins of the darling Tixputanita waif, Ada (aka Ouida) 
Romer, who informed me of all this and who, while only a year younger 
than the latter, could plausibly pass as the not so elder, though far  
less teratological, sister of ditto’s, that is, my, misbegotten whelp of a 
moribund larval cephalopod. Now, while your typical unwashed Dichter 
is content to excrete a mythic moment of imagistic pabulum, a sessile 
polyp of crystallized poésie, your true daughters and sons initiated on 
ISOCPHYS’s Playground of Taboo into the advanced arts of rime argile 
aim to shatter the insipid myth with the vascular moraine of schizo-
mythology, aerate the parochial moment with the living fibers of socio-
physiology, and so arrive at a more muscular structure that pulses  
and yearns and moans and moves with the most prehensile agility  
imaginable. I recall that when I first glimpsed her, she was intensely  
contemplating the incorrupt rondeurs bâties of Roma Antica’s tense 
“Hermaphrodite endormi.” I had resigned myself to maintaining a safe 
distance but her flirtatious piercing glance back at me overcame my  
habitual timorous resort to impotent fantasy, and so I followed this giddy 
bear cub of a moth-like michette to Auguste Clésinger’s lush, recusant, 
tangibly writhing “Femme piquée par un serpent,” thence to Alexandre  
Falguière’s shothole nu, “Tarcisius martyrisé,” and so on to other stations 
of worship — Jacqueline Bez’s zealous Paffenwerk, “Femme liane;” 
Pierre Bouret’s uncouth obra regalada, “Figure couchée;” Jan  
Dambrin’s banal debased ontological “Éveil;” Pablo Gargallo’s otiose 
“Mujer tumbada en hueco” — with her staying always a few steps ahead 
of me, keeping up the museum-goer’s pretense of stopping and looking, 
then glancing back at me and fleeing just as I reached her until we  
arrived at Alberto Giacometti’s extemporaneous “Femme égorgée” 
where she sighed volubly and did not move when I accosted her and 
clutched my hand tight in her hot damp fist and led me into a certain 
room whose ecstatic walls were drenched with the resplendent works of 
the artist I’ve incised into my textwork proper même and we stood before 
said artist’s “Tanz des trauernden Kindes” and she pressed all the trance-
inducing sedulousness of her electric body against what by then was  
a most prominent member of our game little party and elle s’est 
agenouillée câlinement and devoutly raised her adorable roral eyes où je 
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lisait en avant, as it were, all the tears l’étireuse would later shed in  
my arms for her mère meurtrie — vlan! — postnatalement and then she 
lowered them diligently to the task in her dyspneal mains’ étreinte and  
I tasted the osculatory rapacity, the clinging clay-like epithelium, or 
“key-skin” as she called the sweet mucosa lining the lips, aurorally  
dizened, of her contractile bouche.  
 
Nerval Imposture (III) : L’Aurore 
 
Le vieux Paul Klee brandit, peu distrait, le vair  
D’Iris, chère à l’oursin sous le pont-levis,  
Et, gisant dans les yeux d’un fou cochevis,  
Y larde le butoir des fosses vulvaires.  
 
Sa lavure use la déesse larvaire,  
Moule la mie de la couche où elle vit,  
Tord les stries ailées de la mouche ravie,  
Et s’impose, lasse, éteinte, au dur calvaire!  
 
L’égard déjette le prison de l’abeille,  
Le lance, le verse au fond de la corbeille...  
C’est à l’abri bien, par-delà la lacune.  
 
La défaite a vrillé son conquêt bouclé:  
Chats, poissons, oiseaux, filles de monsieur Klee —  
Et les poupées qui sautent à travers la lune!6  
 
Lutèce, 1998   

                                                        
6 Paul Klee, old but focused, plies Dame Iris Nun’s / muff, dear to the barbworm  
beneath the drawbridge, / and, sprawled in the crested lark’s eyes, daubs the hingebolt, / 
cramming it full of vulvar crevice runs. // His brushwash exhausts the divine sylphish 
runt, / molds the grume of the stratum where she cringes, / twists the winged striations of 
the ravished midge, / and swoons haggard upon the cheerless Whitsun! // Esteem would 
only distort the bee’s prison, / tossing it, spilling it, into the dustbin... / It’s safe and sound 
now, beyond the lacuna. // Seduction has pierced his rundled legacy: / the cats, fishes, 
birds, and waifs of Mr. Klee — / and the poppets leaping over Ms. Luna!  
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This volume’s printer advises me, as we go to press, anent a disparaging 
word to the effect that this pliable evocation of, not the arts, but rather, 
the rats of love which I composed in the vortex of the breakdown from 
which I was recuperating at my father’s house in tropical Beulah early in 
1999 bears an uncanny resemblance to a confessional poem, entitled 
“Vernal Imposture,” published in the Owlstain SCAT around the time 
(autumn 1998) of its, that is my textwork’s inspiration, by my occasional 
playtoy and colleague at ISOCPHYS in Owlstain, INTEC in Lutèce, and 
in drag elsewhere (see, for instance, my “Street Acts”), D. I. Swopes. 
Now, whatever superficial resemblances, even identities, that may obtain 
between her work and mine, the mimicry is more of the innocuous Bates-
ian variety than of the noxious Müllerian; in any case, the spirit of the 
two cannot be more altarian. To wit: Hers is a topical species of versified 
ephemera chock full of grandiloquent spite and gynandromorphic jeal-
ousy towards a distinguished author, Velasto Prastier, she seduced one 
evening after he had tippled a bit more than usual at a sociophysiological 
conference being conducted in the Agore Bar of Glamporium  
in Owlstain and found himself ripe enough to do a bit of adventurous 
snorkeling in her coelenterate étangs, but not enamored enough to more 
soberly scaphander himself so as to thoroughly sound the fimbriate 
bathystome of her cirripede seas the next morning or therein after.  
Mine, on the other hand, is a schizomythic tour de force of rime argile 
imaginatively straddling the stichomythic pathos of space (vid. infra), 
strabismally imbricating the schizothymic anguish of those aeons of 
dullness my existence (Dasein) had become after the froward flouzy, the 
depraved damsel, la chatte chatoyante (have you ever noticed how she 
appears younger to the hebephile, older to the teleiophile, shorter to the 
brachyophile, taller to the hypsophile, plus laide to the teratophile, more 
pulchritudinous to the charistophile, and so on?) one had revealed  
the whole of one’s faith and optimism to in a blithe blissful complacent 
missive sketching out, with swinging wire and dangling words hung 
from a hook in the voûte of my mansarde (see my “What I’m Working 
On Now”), the whole of one’s life’s work and — and she, sardonic 
mocking she, with the ridiculous and humiliating way she laid it out in 
her “small tri-monthly multilingual journal of arts, writing, philosophy, 
natural history, and sundry cultural stuff,” nº 6, fall 1998 — she made me 
pull down and trample the fragile, articulate, ramified, multi-
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dimensional, and now utterly despised, distorted, unrecognizable  
structure of it beneath my own bare bleeding feet! You say that no  
singular being can be the exclusive locus of plural déroulements, myriad 
Entwicklungen, a gallimaufry of chimerical ontogenies? I say any mother 
who’s ever felt the tentacled spawn rape her from the inside out during 
that everted gangbang of wall-eyed (“It’s called albinism, love!”) partu-
rient fists specialists in the field call “schizogamous epitoky” knows  
exactly what I mean. Which is why, despite all the humiliation and rage I 
felt anent her and her treachery and her “uncles” lurking menacingly in 
the hedges of the labyrinth beneath that tall instar of Quinault’s mountain 
fir (Rhopalotsuga quinaultia Goldbarg, 1925) in the park atop Mount 
Gimmor that so eerily resembles that hillock dans les Jardin des Plantes 
où there’s also a labyrinth presided over by a tall conifer (Cedrus libani 
A. Rich.) except that in Owlstain one has a panoramic view of the 
treacherous city and a third of the rarefied frame is taken up by snow-
capped Mount Spitmarkx looming over Fukariland in the east and from 
the dazzling western vanishing point in the Arathu Sea there furtively 
peek the perky twin fumaréoles of the Far Gimmals while in Paris every-
thing is damp and gray and rotting, I readily handed over the extorted 
parcel of tetrarchic wealth her economic marplot demanded for the  
embryotoky — at least she’d be spared the horrible brisance that had rent 
her cousin Maryam; spared the bitter sagesse that a cartilaginous, gilled, 
parasitic, pycnogonidic thing was still alive and swimming somewhere in 
a restricted research aquarium — and, naïve cosmopolite that I’d become 
in my exile, I paid no thought to any probable co-pay schemes the  
confederated municipalities of Owlstain and environs might have  
contributed to the amortization of such a procedure. You say that no 
unique node of space can be the omniphane’s oiketerion, the panto-
morph’s habitus, the quiddative runt’s pleroma? I say any epileptic 
who’s ever insufflated his schizophoric ptilinum with a devout fit of 
musculomorphic hemolymph and split the cranial puparium’s fontanelle, 
bursting through into the fantastic ague of that calyptered fugue known 
as “consciousness” (Bewusstsein), knows exactly what I mean. Reality is 
manifold, or it is nothing at all.  
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Nerval Imposture (IV) : Érartsos, ou, Les rats 
d’Éros 

 
Tu trompes, ravie, nulle, la rivale nue;  
Violée sur les remparts, tu romps l’aventure  
Ivre, lésant, promue, ma vile aperture:  
O milles petites morts d’une parvenue!  
 
Devrais-je avorter l’affreuse larve menue  
Qui veille et pétrit dans cette âpre monture  
Dépouillée, gavée par ta morne pature  
Que tu as faite avec tes tripes malvenues?  
 
Tu aimes qu’un jour ils verront que tu m’as plu  
Dans la manse inerte après qu’il avait plu,  
Après que tu m’as lavée avec tes pleurs...  
 
Mais ils ne verront qu’un rêve sans avenir:  
La pluie et les larmes ne feront survenir  
Qu’une infâme pruine qui ternira tes fleurs.7  
 
Beulah, 1999  
 
  

                                                        
7 Blankly ravished, you jilt the rival nude sweetheart; / raped on the ramparts, you break 
off the drunken / adventure, tearing my vile proferred shrunken / hole: O, the thousand 
little deaths of the upstart! // Should I abort this horrible little wormscart / spawned in the 
outworn mount you left your spunk in, / blowzy with the croft-middens of your junk and / 
inflamed by your deformed ego, your tumid art? // You hope that one day they’ll see how 
you pleased me / in the inert vicarage after the rain, / after you redeemed me with your 
elite tears... // But they’ll see that there’s no outlet to your dream: / from that rain and 
those tears there will only obtain / a foul hoarfrost blighting, in mid-blossom, your years.  
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Many authors (Firbank springs immediately to mind, as does Roussel) 
have exploited the butterfly trope; some, the moth ditto (Roussel again); 
none until I, however, has enrolled both moths and butterflies into his  
or her army of lepidopteran metaphors. Yes, I ken the apparent contra-
diction. Roussel’s, you see, was a literal gambit (“Les vers de la doublure 
dans la pièce du fort pantalon rouge” indeed!) driving a linear plot; mine, 
pure litotes more slantly evoking the cymophanous subjectivity of the 
heat-erautist anti-therapy I later enlisted, following the spell with Dr. 
Gryx, the services of Dr. E. B. Nwie, rue Bicarrée, 14ème arrondisse-
ment, to tide me over with. And none, furthermore, has invoked the  
natural clade of the twain in such a graphic manner as I, wrapping  
morphological ambiguity with a veil of gender ditto, such that, as it were, 
one would be forced to enculer l’autre à fin qu’elle puisse enfanter  
plus tard à travers the more usual stomata, but that is a matter for the 
anatomists to decide. Meanwhile, there is rime argile.  
 
Nerval Imposture (V) : Ditrysia 
 
De cette stupide morale vernie  
Par l’enduit vert et aluné de l’ennui,  
Romps-tu l’aile ventrue, Dr. E. B. Nwie,  
Comme on fend l’ocelle d’une saturnie?  
 
Et cette vertu morne, minée, dégarnie  
De suc comme le vide thorax d’un sec paon-de-nuit —  
T’empares-tu en comme un luron qui, à huis  
Clos, se fait violer sa salope ternie?  
 
Elles ne reviennent plus. La chaleur s’éteint  
Que tu croyais éprise; la psyché geint,  
S’évanouit sous la pression de tes caresses...  
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Et malgré les soins de ta cure, la douceur  
De tes paroles, tu n’es qu’un ravisseur —  
Et moi, phalène au soleil, ébloui(e) par la paresse...8  
 
Lutèce, 2000  
 
 
Certain gelded marplots, shunned by all, loved by none (not even, contra 
Stephen Daedalus, their mothers), and iagier even than the iagiest Iago, 
seem always to be lurking, like a demented freemartin of the seven seas 
surreptitiously ejaculating the corrosive slime mold of its thwarted lust 
into the minutest interstices some scurvy-dazed sailor unlyrically cobbles 
his skewed vision of landlocked domesticity out of, at the periphery of 
whatever potential or actual dyad of heterosexual attraction I find myself 
embarked upon. At those fragile moments, for instance, when the larval 
couple must needs part, however briefly, to heed the baser compulsions 
of material reality, or to impetuously refresh the drinks, it — I call the 
aquatic hyena it, for its gender is as indeterminate as its sex is indiscrim-
inate — it is ready, like a crafty trichechid pollard of the littoral zone, to 
pounce, and the sly manatee’d spin its envenomed confabulations into 
the ears of whichever partner it deemed most vulnerable, most suscepti-
ble to its smutty innuendos. These latter infect and fester, molder  
and pullulate until, one day, the lithe lovely being whom one had sworn 
undying physical love to announces, most unexpectedly, that she has 
been, not collaborating on some abstruse theory of time and tense she 
wants to somehow “perform” (interpréter) in her next piece, but rather 
“sleeping with” (coucher avec) the deviant, devious, cicuta-spewing  
cetacean in question and that I, ever the ingenuous romantic, must vacate 
the premises pronto. And as I limp betrayed into the flayed void of  

                                                        
8 You’d break the bloated wing, Dr. E. B. Nwie, / of this obtuse thing called moral  
conscience, / greased with the livid lube of ennui, / like a saturniid’s eyespots torn by 
some meanie? // And rusty virtue, dog-eared and emptied / of sap, like the drained belly 
of a Viennese / Emperor pinned and spread — you’d bonnie / her shiny like a dried-up 
old grannie? // No. They won’t come again. Nor will I, hot / though you thought me, a 
sad psycho-sexpot / whimpering under your verbal caresses... // My pangs, perhaps, 
yielded to your therapist’s wish, / but my mind, all you did was ravish it — / a peacock 
moth that, in sunlight, deliquesces…  
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forlorn depravity that is les bas de la Butte Montmartre, the pawky beast 
reappears to — console me! Yet though the ungulate liar takes care  
to hide its real intentions — to poison, seduce, destroy — behind a mask 
of benevolent concern, on occasion the obese lamantin dysphemizes so 
vilely — one night, for instance, as we stumbled out of une boîte and 
along les berges de la Seine and fumbled with crémaillère and crochets, 
the creature burst out, enigmatic and sing-songily obscene, “But the other 
cunt’s halo is free to do just about any sly stunt that would please you!” 
— that it gives the game away, and so thus begins another cycle of shun-
ning and cunning and running off with first her, then me, then Moéu 
again, and so on, but never the twain of us in a more imaginatively socio-
physiological ménage (vid., soit “El Descosido,” soit “Érartsos, ou Les 
rats d’Éros,” supra). As it was, I recall that my first flirt avec the iconic 
installationneuse, Moéu Noäu Nin, took place over cocktails chez Nobé 
Arinami during the 1996 INTEC, and quand je me suis trouvé que je  
devais céder to her passing need to consult briefly with the latter (an old 
friend) on a pressing though rather dull matter of business (the logistics 
or funding or something of her next happening or performance or what-
not) and I stepped into the courtyard to contemplate the waxing moon, I 
found attached to my elbow the tethytherian tentacles of a certain D. I. 
Swopes who claimed, if I parsed the flatulent submarine mammal’s  
garbled patois correctly, that several years earlier we had been engaged 
in promiscuously textual shenanigans on Glamporium’s Playground of 
Taboo pendant l’instauration de l’ISOCPHYS in Owlstain and that I had 
not only acquiesced to, but had “downright wallowed in” (the animal’s 
words, not mine) the situation of biune dialexicalia in, by, for, or  
with which its pinnipederastic dugong thumbs had palpated my tenderest 
parole, its bristly prehensile sirenian snout had beslobbered my fluent 
langue. “Je pense que vous vous trompez, meussieudame. Cette nuit-là, 
je vous assure, je fêtais mes noces avec une personne beaucoup plus  
jolie, beaucoup plus jeune, et beaucoup plus fille, que vous,” and I  
deplocked its probiscoid suckers from my flesh and rushed, urticarious 
welts blossoming in every commissure the beast had dared muzzle and 
grope, back to the shelter of Moéu’s winsome, impish, glabrous mirth. 
Later, returning from a spell dans les waters, I came again upon the 
spayed mernightmare called Swopes idly chatting up my Moéu, her (the 
Maori lady’s, not the mad capon’s) vulpine ears erect, her (ditto) manner 
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strangely distant after it, the mephitic sea ox, had espied me and swam 
just out of striking range where it continued, throughout what by then 
had become an undersea charade of courtship and conquest, to chew its 
noxious cud in the ametropic murk. She held out for almost a week, and 
I, who in my bibulous diligence am not used to more than a few hours 
d’affilée d’abstinence (a defining quirk of perhaps all workers in  
the field, who employ these brief bouts of enforced, sober celibacy to 
generate those sorts of textwork the sheer charm of which is sure to  
entice stray hierodules to imbibe and recite such palpable incantations  
as cannot but fail to evince the desired theophany), was forced to seek 
recourse in any number (preferably a Sophie Germain prime) of game 
lycéennes (cf. “L’Aurore”) the streets of Lutèce literally formicate at all 
hours of the day or night with, mais je divague. We also went, before the 
triangle became so obtuse as to be untenable in any known or hypothe-
sized geometry, to Barcelona, where we stayed in her father’s vast flat on 
the Rambla de Catalunya, and, apparently, according to the poem, which  
I wrote mostly in a place near place Clichy on the rue de Rome called 
“Café Bar Tabac l’Ariel” (hence the title), Rome. But haven’t I  
mentioned the dugongid Swopes slightly less acerbically elsewhere?  
Indeed I have (cf. op. cit.). But that was post Gryx and avant Nwie, the 
sequelae of HEAT sessions with the former consisting largely of a sort of 
thesmophoric somnolence of the sense of, surtout, ressentiment; of the 
latter, a more oschophoric arousal of the same. You will also notice that I 
have worked into the very texture of the diligent rime argile, starting 
with the intrasouvenereal caesura and ending with the “toujours”  
verlainien, une petite allusion to the rather grave notions of la poetica 
imposible concocted by an author born, according to the vulgate calen-
dar, exactly seventy-two years and three days avant mine own coming 
into the light, said notions being something along the lines of how the so-
called “true poet” (poeta de verdad) should be “braced” by la poetica 
imposible, rather than discouraged by it, and kept “continually on  
the move, always trying (probando siempre) to make hoy catch up with 
mañana by a rapid casting back (retiro rápido) of said hoys into ayer” 
(Gervais Trober, El Asfodelo Dudoso, p. viii).  
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Nerval Imposture (VI) : Ariel 
 
La Trevi pulsa... Les Monera jaillirent  
Dans l’écume qui pleuvait sur la seule Rome  
De nos souvenirs, souvenirs qui cueillirent  
De la bergerie de l’avenir, l’arome  
 
Des microbes pourris des moments qui faillirent  
Avoir été emportés par le maëlstrom  
Du présent où les loups du temps tressaillirent  
Dans la forêt dense de l’Être qui est le prodrome  
 
Du Devenir qui n’est pas encor devenu,  
Du Devenir qui va redevenir toujours!  
C’est un lapsus de mémoire retenu  
 
Par l’ardeur spectrale du corps saugrenu,  
L’infinie spirale où l’âme tient son séjour,  
Or — c’est ce que j’aime — l’abyssal esprit malvenu!9  
 
Lutèce, 2001  
 
 
  

                                                        
9 Trevi Fountain pulsed... Myriad protists spewed / out in the foam raining down on the 
only Rome / we knew, recalled — memories plucked from the lewd / sheepfold of the 
future, imbued with the momentary // fetor of putrid microbes that skewed / almost  
into the whirlpool of the polychrome / present where time-drenched wolves howled and 
shivered, thewed / and hackled in the dense bosk of Being, prodrome // to the Be(com)ing 
that has not yet become, / the Be(com)ing that will rebecome always! / It’s a lapse of 
memory, mettlesome // despite the spectral body’s arduous essays, / the infinite spiral 
where the soul’s at home, / Or — my favorite — the mangled mind’s tangled pathways!  
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Seven years after my former fellow inmate at GWIFA, J, died, I return 
again to Owlstain on sociophysiological business and learn that D, whom 
I had known since our time together at TBS in Tixpu, had also recently 
died — like J, exactly a fortnight after the winter solstice! He had been 
living and working as a caricaturist in Agua Prieta for both Tiliar 
Tracks!, a humorous bi-weekly, as well as that city’s more satirical heb-
domadaire, La Piste. Sources say he was on the verge of a creative 
breakthrough that would have transformed his incisive pen-on-paper 
technique into a more polychromatic oleo, egg tempera, acrylic, and 
mixed media on canvas and secured his fame and fortune at a well-
known gallery in the Porto Vecho district when he was laid low by — I 
cannot bring myself to name his ailment, his assassin. I expect any  
day now to read the news that it was all a cruel hoax... Okay! Enough 
already! Your disappearing act to make yourself famous and raise the 
prices of your paintings has worked! Come back! Just as I wandered then 
the frost-rimed streets of Owlstain, dazed by the senseless irreparable 
gash that had been torn in the fabric of the universe, today I wander the 
chestnut-and-prune-blossom-strewn streets of Lutèce and see his wire-
rimmed avatars in the most unexpected places: the tawny corpulent tavil 
player on the mandapam of a temple in the 13th; the Senegalese proprie-
tor of a quincaillerie on rue Poulet in the 18th; the transvestite albino 
driver of the numéro 69 bus that I caught at Père Lachaise and which I 
have taken only once because I was exhausted and late for a rendez-vous 
with a puny blond Slave (a true Intrussyan sloimčik!) in a café near la 
place des Vosges... I did not attend his funeral, though I very well could 
have afforded passage across the Arathu — why should I? The only  
person I would have wanted to see would not be there... Come back! I 
want to hear again the crazy-angel laugh that signals another brilliant 
idea, admire again the precise emphatic gestures of your ink-and-
nicotine-stained fingers as you roll and light and smoke a cigarette and 
incise your slapstick portraits with thousands of formicating cross-
hatched microglyphs that overrun, split, emasculate, and yet somehow 
always enhance and redeem the dog-eared page: the mordant deflation of 
a bloated politician, the absurd maniacal ego of an undeservedly famous 
author, the bittersweet nue that alternates between poignant pornstar and 
paphian plèbe depending on which angle you look at her from...  
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Sonnet plaintif n° 2 
 
File et plie le dur canevas  
éparpillé de carrefours filants  
dont tu te paies la fiole plurielle  
 
en faufilant les dingues anges  
qui déploient leurs ailes éffilées  
de l’orée confuse au fond limpide  
 
sur la feuille que tu filètes  
avec ta plume canulaire  
que tu filoutes aux griffes  
 
filoniennes où filtrent les traits  
nodaux des multiples visages affolés  
des lichéneuses voyelles délabrées:  
 
filoches des bouches, cicatrices des voix  
filigranes des yeux, noyaux des doigts10  
 
Owlstain, 2002  
 
 
  

                                                        
10 File and fold the hard canvas / spread out in flashing street corners / you mocked so 
often // as you ambled amidst crazy angels / spreading their slivered wings / at the con-
fused edge of the limpid abyss // on the leaf you fillet / with the canular nib / you filch 
from the veined talons // where the nodal traits / of myriad distraught faces / filter the 
lichenous dilapidated vowels: // mouth-net, voice-scar / eye-lace, thumb-stone  
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I have not shied away from worshipping at Ishtar’s altar, as more than 
one of my consorts would attest (cf. my “Ars poetica,” my “Ariel,” my 
cockatrice Kiko, my menteuse Gennifleur, my senior wife Renata,  
at least), a maturer womaninity, yet my record, if too casually scanned, 
bespeaks a spectrum rooted in the modes and harmonics more potamid, 
more epimelid, even, of the hebephiliac range of sensation. But records, 
as we all know, lie. And so I allowed a certain managing editor (ME) of 
the Owlstain SCAT to polish, with the chamois-skin straitjacket of word-
transcending orality she unswaddled me out of and which lay sodden and 
rumpled at the foot of the printing press, this utterly textual vision of a 
world seen as if through the barred windows of grammar, paradoxically 
rendering it, the vision, more articulate and hence more timeless, more 
supple and yet more enduring, distinctive features of what, if you’ve 
come this far with me, clearly coalesce to form the diligent rime argile en 
hommage de la dame d’un certain âge who put out ditto in op. cit. vid. 
id., and then served me a steaming infusion of fleurs de tilleul before 
packing me home (a rented nid de grue in Glamporium, actually, where I 
refreshed myself, avant de dormir, with a rejuvenating philtre which, 
while not plus vierge, was au moins plus vivace, plus mince et plus  
joli(e)) in her personal, and all too adult, calèche, even though I had  
insisted on walking.  
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Sonnet impair d’Owlstain n° 2 
 
Nacré par la périlune de mars  
un crâne de loutre brille  
par la lucarne percée dans l’écran  
 
de ronces brûlées par la lune rousse  
de la saison du crénage  
faisant caner le cancre  
contre la marée de l’équinoxe  
dans la carne croupissante des étangs  
 
Et l’arc-en-ciel ancré à l’horizon  
par la lune rance du solstice d’hiver  
encra la bruine du matin qui cernait la ville  
 
créna les nids de grues qui râlent à la lune  
creva l’oeil craintif qui discerne  
 
l’écran des lunaisons  
dans la caverne des années de chagrin11  
 
Lutèce, 2003  
 
 
 

                                                        
11 Pearled by March’s lunar nimbus / an otter’s skull glistens / within the dormer window 
pierced // through the bramble screen burnt by the rusty moon / of the kerning season / 
making the crab retract / against the equinoctial tide / in the stagnant meat of the tarns // 
And the rainbow fixed to the horizon / by the winter solstice’s rancid moon / inked the 
morning drizzle encircling the city // kerned the sluts in their bunks grumbling at the 
moon / punctured the timorous eye discerning // the screen of lunations / in the cave of 
my years of sadness  
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Strigil, Victor K., our author’s erstwhile 

brother 87 
Subborainizy, Yazdehan cosmognosist, 

founder of Tulpuyauor (q.v.) 61, 62, 68 
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Swopes, D. I., terataidoian trichechid, 
epicene siren, androgynous dugongid, 
pawky beast 110, 115 

Tanz des trauernden Kindes, by Paul  
Klee 108, 109 

Tarcisius martyrisé, by Alexandre  
Falguière 108 

“Tell me a rose bloody thorns” 24 
Telosvision, ouvroir zoöpraxiscopique  

in Owlstain (q.v.) 23 
Temnopalis verru Strick., 1845, the vener-

able rescorner, a twirler moth 16, 17 
“The crows call” 59 
“The eye and the body are separate” 93 
“Then. Then you will know that now is 

not and you will know what it” 75 
“There are others like you” 61 
“They trot along gracelessly, their  

dusty” 17 
Tiliar Boarding School (TBS), located  

in Tixpu (q.v.) 63, 118 
Tilia tetrastica, basswood 59 
Tiliar Tracks!, organ of TBS 63, 118 
Tixpu, barrio alto de Agua Prieta 63–66, 

69, 118 
“To have been the Gods for a day” 66 
“Trains moving” 23 

Trevi, morning sun 60 
Tulpuyauor, ville natale de l’auteur 59–63, 

71, 100, renamed Port Uluyau 66, 67, 
now known as Tlaour Yuˀup (“Black 
Yurt”) 67, 100 

“Tu me perces, tu me lèses, docteur  
Gryx” 107 

“Tu trompes, ravie, nulle, la rivale  
nue” 112 

 
Vecho, Porto, see Agua Prieta. 
Venturi, Premolas, his Pleroma 60, 68, 

111  
Vighdan, Bernard, Our Founding  

Faculty’s founder, ISOCPHYS 102 
Vila-Bono, Dr. Kavim, lexical therapist at 

TBS (q.v.) 63 
 
“Were but not the World” 68 
What I’m Working On Now, by M. S. 

Strickland, Divastigations nº 6, Fall 
1998 110 

 
“Yonder stands a man on high” 70 
 
Zuleika Dobson, by Max Beerbohm 37 
 

 



 

 

 
  



 

 

 
 


